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Data Less than ha Lf the uni t used
No data avai LabLe
Per cent
German mark, Pfenning = 1l1OO DM
F rench f ra AC t Cent i meItaLian Lira
Dutch gui Lder, cent
Be Lgi an f ranc
Luxembourg f ranc
Pound sterLiAgt penny = 1l1OO UKf
Irish pound, penny = 1l1OO IRf
Danish crown, dre = 1l1OO IRf
G reek d rachma
Peset a
Es cudo
Purchasi ng power standard
European currency uni t
V VoLt
kV Ki Lovo Lt (= 1 000 V)
kVA Ki Lovo L t ampe re
kt,J Ki towatt
h Hour
ktJh KiLowatthour .Gwh Gigawatthour (1Oo kwh)
n Number
EUR 12 TotaL of the member countries of the
European Communities
Eurostat Stat i st i ca L Off i ce of the European Communi t i es
I I INTRODUCTION
The present pubLication is a comptete updating of the studyrrEtectrjcity prices 1980-1985rr pubtished by Eurostat in 1985.
It contai ns the most recent pri ces,
series going back to 1980.
vaLid in 1986 together with a time
The text describes aLt recent changes in tariffs, taxation, suppty and
conditions of saLe LiabLe to affect consumer price levets.
The scope of the study has been widened to inctude Spain and Portugal
with as compLete a description as possibLe of the structure of the
eLectricity industry, tariffs and taxes jn these tuo neu Member States.
The definitions and methods remain the same as those used in previous
studies, so that the formation and deveLopment of electricity prices
can be observed over a very Long tirne series. In addition, the
definitions are harmonized with those of the Internationat Union of
Producers and Distributors of EtectricaI Energy (Unipede).
For reasons of economy this pubtjcation is onty avaiLabLe in tlro
tanguages : EngLish and French.
The survey on which the study is based was conducted by the StatisticaLOffice of the European communities and woutd not have been possib[e
without the cooperation of the etectricity companies and professionat
associations, to whom rle express our sincere thanks.

II. CONDITIONS AND }IETHODS
SCOPE AND LOCATIONS
The present study aims to show the actuaL price of electricity paid by
the consumer in the member countries of the European Community.
The prices are recorded at the beginning of each year based on thetariffs, contracts, conditions and ru[es in force at that time.
It is concerned with the actuaL price paid by the electricity consumer,
corresponding to the invoiced detivery price to the consumer at the
beginning of each year incLuding any eventuaI rebates and subsidies.
Our consumers are defined as those who purchase electricity for their
own use and excLude those uho offer it for resaLe, b'fe have not
considered the buLk price paid by the etectricity distributors.
As regards consumers, the study considers att types of customers
suppLied through the pubLic distribution network with Low, medium and
high-vo[tage eLectricity. In the interests of simptified presentation,
consumers are subdivided into two groups, one for domestic and the
other for industriat users. The survey does not cover certain
industriaL consumers:
(i ) who t hemse Lves
requi rement;
produce pa rt of their eLectricaL energy
(ii) vho purchase eLectricity under speciaL contract terms because oftheir exceptionaIty high poL,er requirements and consumption
demand.
These exceptions are mainty steelmaking and chemicaL enterprises,
enterprises engaged in the production of aluminium and other metals by
etectroLysis, rai Lways, etc.
Most of these enterprises consume over 10 mittion kl'lh annua[[y. They
are few in number, but nevertheLess consume an apprgciabte part of the
totaL etectricat energy suppLied.
rn order to refLect as accurateLy as possibte the reaI position of
consumers, it seemed advisabLe to record prices at setected locations,i.e. touns, conurbations or distribution networks, rather than give
average prices per country.
The choice of tocation is decided by severaL criteria, name[y,population, economic importance, different tariff districts, evengeographicat coverage of a country, harmonization with the locations
used in statistics retating to the prices of other sources of energy,particularLy gas.












Po rt uga L
Hambu ?gt Hanov e? e Diisse L dorf , Frankf urt am Mai n,Stuttgart, Munich, Western Lone, Southern Zone.
LiLLe, Paris, MarseiLLe, Lyon, TouLouS€r Strasbourg.
Northern and centraL ItaLy, southern ItaLy and the
i s tands .
Rotterdam (GEB), North HoL Land (PEN), North Brabant(PNEM).
The country as a whoLe (standard nationaL tari ff).
G rand Duchy ( Cegede L ) .
London, G tasgohr, Leeds, Bi rmi ngham.
Dubtin.
Copenhagen (KB), North Lealand (NESA).
Athens (standard nationaL tari ff) .
luladrid (standard nationaL tari ff) .
Li sbon.
Certain towns seLected are representative of Larger regions rlhich is
indicated in the chapter concerning each country.
2. STANDARD CONSUIqERS
The survey is based on the system of standard consumers, i.e. theprices are recorded for certain tevets of eLectricity consumption and
under certain conditions of suppty, chosen as being representative ofthe population of electricity consumers. These standard teve[s of
consumption remain fixed fron one year to the next and for aLL the
countries, this being one of the primary conditions for spatiaI and
temporaL comparabiLity of prices.
Two famiIies of standard consumers are taken : domestic uses andindustriaI uses.
F i ve domest i c standa rd consume rs ( supp Ly at
have been taken:
Low voLtage) coded D. to D.
St anda rd
con sume r
Annua L consumpt i on k[,'|h
Tota L (of wh i ch ni ght )
App rox .
subscribed































As a guideline these standard consumers may be expected to possess thefottowing househo[d faciIities and appLiances :
Lighting, fe{io, teLevision, refrigerator, smatI etectricapptiances; \ ' '
DU as for D" plus washing machine or dishwasher;




rralL-eLectricrt system with water heater and eLectric centratheating operating on a storage basis.
industriaI standard consumers (for voLtage see point e coded r


































(1) FE'. g. vacuum c Leaner, e Lect ri c
coffee gri nder, etc.
toaster, hai r dryer, food mi x e? e
The maximum demand is the maximum offtake in any quarter of an hour
recorded in one yearz expressed in kiLowatts (ktrl). The price of suppLy
is caLcuLated for cosV = 0.9. The annuaL Load factor determines the
reguLarity of consumer offtake of eLectricity from the grid during theyear. The Longer this time the more even the pattern of consumption
during the 8 760 hours of the year. It indicates the number of hours in
which the consumer wouLd reach his annuaL consumtion LeveI if the
demand LeveL lrere permanentty equat to maximum demand.
AdditionaL detaiLs are sometimes needed before the tariffs can be
appIied :
(i) In the case of tariffs based on haLf hourLy maximum demand, the




In the case of tariffs based on a maximum demand expressed in
kVA an adjustment is made by dividing the standard consumerrs
maximum demand in kW by the coefficient cosY= 0.90.
In the case of tariffs based on maximum demand readings more
frequent than once a year the standing charge is muLtipLied by
the foLLowing coefficients :
TabLe of power correction coeffi cients
St anda rd consume rs












Max i mum mont h Ly demand




Ave rage of t he t h ree
h i ghest va Lues f or
max . mont h Ly demand
Average of the two
h i ghest va Lues f or
max . mont h Ly demand
Annua L max. demand(basic principLe)


























A ha rmon i zed tab Le
been compi Led i n
vary according to
ni ght ) .
for consumption during ttoff-peakrr periods has atso
order to be ab Le to ca Lcu Late pri ces when tari ffs
the time of the day (e.9. Lower tariff durinE the
l0
Annua L




Annual consumption (in 1 000 kWh)
charEed at off-peak rates accordi ng
to the average dai Ly duration of
off-peak peri ode

















































rf off peak rates are charged during other periods, for exampte aLLday Sunday rle have onLy taken one haLf as suppLementary off peakhours- such cases are mentioned as they occur in our study.
Account has not been taken of changes in tariff parameters during the
course of a year. In other words no weighted price is catcuLated for ayear.
3. DEFINITION OF THE PRICE LEVELS RECORDED
AIt prices are shown per unit of eLectricity soLd, that is perkiLowatt houn (ktlh). The resuLts represent the unit price actuaLtypaid at the beginning of each year and take account of the reLevanttariff, parameter, index, etc. appticabLe as from 1 January. rn the
case of tariffs or contracts with short term indices (month, quarter)it is the index which is in force during January which is apptied.This means that any changes in the tariff structure during th. y"".
are not taken into account, i.e no price weighting is appLled to theyear- The prices inctude meter rentat, the standing charge and the
commodity rate. They do not incLude the initiat instaftation charge tothe consumer.
rf there are severat possibte tariffs, it is the tariff which is most
advantageous to the consumer that is taken into account, after theeLimination of the tariffs which are not used in practice or which
appLy onLy to a marginat or negLigibLe number of users.
when there are onty quasi-tariffs, speciaL contracts e o? freeLynegotiated prices, the most commonty found price (most representative)for the given suppLy conditions his been recorded. rn the case offreeLy negotiated prices or contracts, the returns reLate respectiveLyto the biLLs paid during the month of January or to the pricesresuLting from the contracts in force during that month. such casesare mentioned and exptained in the body of our study.
ll
In the case of a consumer having two separate meters or a switch meter(e.g. to record night and day consumption), the price reflects totaI
consumpt i on.
Account has been taken of speciaI tariff or supplementary arrangements
which may exist for reactive pobrer.
Three price Levets are shown :(i) the price net of tax;(ii) the price excluding VAT but including att other taxesi(iii) the se[[ing price (incLusive of atI taxes).
The price exctuding tax is obtained directty from the tariffs or
cont ract s .
The price excLuding VAT includes, where payabLe, other specific taxes
vhich is interesting in cases vhere VAT is deductibte.
The price incLusive of aLI taxes corresponds to the sum paid by the
consumer.
trTaxesrr is used here to mean fiscat and para-fiscat [evies applying
directty to eLectricity at the stage of sale at the consumer. These
taxes may be levied at the nationa[, regionaL, locaI or municipat[eve[, etc. by the State, regionat or tocat administrations,
professionaI associations, etc.
0n the other hand, the taxes Levied before the sate of the
etectricity, such as taxes on companies, profits, wages, etc., xhich
are obviousLy part of the production or distribution costs, are not
caLcuIated separatety. They remain an integrat part of the price
exctuding tax.
The resuLts for each country are
current prices, i.e. at face vaLue.
shown in nationaL currencies at
For the purposes of internationat comparison, it Has necessary to use
a representative common monetary unit which vould create a minimum of
distortion in both space and time. AccordingLy, the present study uses
the purchasing pouer standard (PPS). The comparative tabtes are aLso
shown in European currency units (ECU).
These units of vatue are expLained in the foLtowing chapter.
4. TARIFF VOLTAGE
The voltage at trhich etectricity is supptied to the consumer is an
elemenr which may affect the industria[ price leveLs. The higher the
voltage, the tover the price. But in this case, the consumer has to
bear the expense of the e[ectricity transformer (the investment cost
or the renta[).
In practice the suppty voLtages vary according to the grid and the
tariffs. According to our generaL definitions, the vo[tage taken into
account is the one at vhich etectricity is commonLy suppLied to the
consumer.
t2
tr'fhere severaI supply vottages coexist for the same category of usersit is the most representative (greatest number of users) rhich is
consi dered.
The tabLe betow gives the tariff voltages according to uhich theprices for the industriaI standard consumers have been catcutated.
Vottage appt'ied to industriat standard consumers
KV
Standard consumers rb r. rd r. rf tg
FR of Germany
- sud Gebi et
- Hambu ?gt Hannover,
Diisse tdorf , Frankf urt
- West Gebi et












































III. UNITS OF VALUE
To permit comparisons between countries, prices expressed in nationaI
currencies need to be converted to a common unit. rn this study tr,ro
common units are used :
(i) the European currency unit (Ecu);
( i i ) the purchasi ng power standard (pps) 
.
THE EUROPEAN CURRENCY UNIT ( ECU)
The Ecu i s a basket-type currency uni t
of a certain amount of each of the
according to the gross nationaL product
Member State.
based on the market exchange rates
Communi ty curnenci es, t.lei ghted
and intFa-Community trade of each
rn 1984, this weighting was revised on the accession of
remain in force untiL further notice.
The new composition of the ECU basket is as folLows:
DM 0.719 Lr T 140 F F 1 .31 DKR 0. 219
rRf 0.00871 BFR 3.71 uKf 0.0878 LFR 0.14
Greece and t.li LL
H FL 0.256
DR 1 .15.
The conversion rates for the ECU against the nationaL currencies inJanuary of each year are given in a tabLe in the statisticat Annex.







?. THE PURCHASING PObIER STANDARD (PPS)
The PPS is a reference unit so catcuLated that its vaLue in retation to
the various nationat currencies is proportionaL to the purchasing polrerparities (PPP) between these currencies.
The purchasing pouer parities reflect the ratios betveen price leve[s in
the different countries. The ratios betveen the prices expressed in'
nationat currencies are calcutated for each of the products included in
the uses of the GDP. If these ratios are suitabty weighted, one obtains
mean price ratios, the most general of which is the mean calculated for
the GDP and known as the PPP at GDP [eve[.
Such parities wouLd be adequate to express aLt the data in real terms in
the currency of any one of the countries considered. The method ensures
that they are transitive and unaffected by the country chosen 
-as a basis
of reference. For Community catcuLations another reference unit known as
the ppS is used. It is defined by appLying the price ratios to the GDP of
the various countries expressed in nationat currency and adjusting theparities so that the value of the GDP of the Community as a whoLe in 1975
is identicat whether expressed in ECU or PPS. 0n[y the proportion
accounted for by each country witL be different.
When prices are converted to PPS using the GDP parity, the resutt may be
interpreted as foILows :
If one gigajoute of energy costs 10 PPS in country A and 5 PPS in countryB, this means that after a[lowance has been made for the differences
between the general [eve[ of prices in the two countries, this gigajoule
of energy is twice as expensive in country A as in country B.
This conclusion is independent of market exchange rates, vhich are
influenced by factors other than the teveL of prices (movements of
capitat, specuLation, interest rates, poLiticaI decisions, etc-).
The conversion rates for the years covered by the study are given in a
tabLe in the annex. They were revised when the base year Has changed.
PRICES IN CURRENT PPS AND CONSTANT PPS
The price surveys required to calcuLate purchasing power parities are not
carried out every year. The most recent availabte is that for 1980 an
another is ptanned for 1985. Since the parities are price ratios,
however, thei r value for the other years may be estimated by
extrapolation using the movement of the GDP price indices for the various
countries, referred to as the Community average. These are known astrcurrent paritiesrr.
3.
l6
The data can also be convetted into base year pps. rf price seriesdef[ated by the GDP price index for each country are expressed in baseyear PPs, one obtains an indication of the change in prices for theproduct in question in relation to the generaL Levet of prices in the
country. The data so calcutated can atso be compared betyeen countries,giving the same results in relative terns as yitt be obtained usin!
curPent prices and current PPP, since the tatter are extrapotated usintthe same indices, namety, the GDP price indices for each country and thi
average Community index.
catculation using deftated pps is thus carried out as follous :
1- The prices of the time series in current national currency are dividedby one hundredth of the GDp price index of each of the years
concernedl
2. This deflated series is converted to PPS using the conversion factor
of the base year 1980.
4. PRI CE SERI ES
In the tight of the foregoeing, the resutts of this survey of Communityprices are given in three forms :
1. a series of current prices in the nationat currency for each country;
2. a series in current ECU using the conversion rates for January of theyear concerned;
3. a series in rrdeftatedrr PPs (base year 1980), rhich aLlors prices to be





In the Communi ty,
i ndi rect tax :
sa tes of e Lect ri c i ty a re subj ect to gene ra L
( i ) va Lue-added tax (VAT)
rate);(ii) turnover tax in one
consumpt i on on Ly.
i n e teven count ri es (two havi ng a zero
count ry (G reec e) , app t i ed to domest i c
Furthermore, specific taxes are tevied in seven countries.
The prices inclusive of aLL taxes shoyn in this study comprise a[L thetaxes mentioned above. rn the tabLes in the annex, the amount of anyspecific taxes can be calcuLated from the difierence betueen thetax-exctusive and VAT-excLusive price, urhiLe the difference between thetotat tax-inctusive price and VAT-excLusive price gives the amount of
vaLue-added tax (turnover tax for Greece) in nationJt currency per kllh.
1. GENERAL INDIRECT TAX
rn generat, vAT is caLcutated and applied to the price exLuding vAT butincLudinganyspecifictaxes,thesebeingpart"ri1effi-oi
assessment- France constitutes an exception since VAT is computed onthe price excLuding specific taxes.
The rates a re as fo L Lows :
va Lue-added tax on e Lect ri c i ty sa Les
(% of price before VAT)
J anua ry 1 980 1981 1982 198s 1984 1 985 1986
FR of Germany
F rance








Po rt uga L
13 13
17 16 17 1688
15 1518 1816 1755000022 22
13 14





14 141g,6 1g 1699
















In ltaty, the new VAT rates depend on the activityi 9 I for extractive
and manufacturing industries, incLuding printing and pubtishing, and
18 % for other non-domestic activities.
VAT is deducti[e for industriaI and commerciaI consumers registered for
the purposes of vatue added tax.
Turnover tax on etectricity sates
Cl of price before tax)
J anua ry 1 980 1 981 1982 1 983 1984 1 985 1986
Greece (domesti c) 10 10 10 10
?. SPECI FI C TAXES
( a ) Fede ra L Repub L,i c of Ge rmany
Si nce 'l J anu ary 1975 a compensatory tax
Levi ed to promote the use of Communi ty
rates of which vary according to region :
(Ausg Lei chsabgabe) has been
coaL in power stations, the
(% of pri ce bef ore tax )


























































Fede ra L ave rage 4.5 4.5 4.2 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.3
(b) France
Sa Les of e Lect ri c i ty hrere sub j ect
at the foLLowing rates during the
to muni c i pa L and depa rtmenta L taxes
peri od studi ed :
Muni ci pa L tax Departmenta L tax Tota L
Locat i ons



































For detaiLs of the application of these taxes see chapter V.2.b)
(c) ItaLy
E Lect ri c i ty consumpt i on
the rates of which have





S 200 000ktJh /month I 72OO 000 ktJh /mont h
0.65
0.325






e Lect ro-chemi ca L,
of consumpt i on are
e Lect ro-meta L Lurgi ca L,
exempt from this tax
pubLic Lighti Agt rai Lways.




i n force before 1981
2l









1 O0Okw/month 4.5 5.5
ALL these taxes are inctuded in the basis of assessment to VAT.
(d ) Denma rk
A speciaL government tax on eLectricity tras
the rates of which were as foLLows :
i nt roduced i n Apri L 1977 ,
1 .1.80-?9 . 6.80 8 6rel k[,lh
30.6. 80- 14 . 6.82 1 2. 50 6rel kt,Jh
1 5 . 6. 82'31 .12.82 1 4. 30 d re / kWh
This tax is incLuded in the assessment
same uJay as VAT; i n other words, the
event of resa Le.
to VAT and is deductibLe
tax i s on ty payab Le once
1 .1. 83-31 .12.85
1.1.86-....
1 5 . 50 6rel kl'lh






Si nce 1 984 a stamp
ca Lcu Lat i ng turnoverprice of eLectricity
duty of 1.2 % which is taken
tax has been app t i ed to the tax
to domest i c consumers on Ly.




taxes wh i ch were
taxes were app L i ed duri ng
abo t i shed on 31 .1 2.85 may
the peri od 1 980-1 985. These
be summa ri sed as fo L tows :
4 4.5 5 5.5
22




























































For detaits of the apptication of these taxes see chapt.r1.12.b)
g) Portuga L
inspection tax which is incLuded in the basis of assessment to vATlevied at the foLloning rates :








7. 50 es c /mont h
23

V. ELECTRICITY PRICES III THE VARIOUS COU]ITRIES




5. Be tgi um
6. Luxembourg
7. United Kingdom
8. I re Land
9. Denmark
1 0. Greece
11 . Spai n
12. Portuga t
25
1. FR OF GERTA}IY
a) Situation in the eLectricity industry
There are around 1 000 electricity distribution companies in the FR of
Germany, 347 having their ob,n generating capacity whi[e the others are
soLeLy retai ters. The companies are of varying size and legat form-
This decentraIized system leads to, insofar as interests us here, a
great diversity of prices reftecting the nature of each zone.
Three pricing systems are to be found :
(i) the tariffs appLied to smaLl low voLtage consumers which must be
pubLished by the setLer and contain an obLigation to suppLy
according to the 'rLaw on energyt';
(ii) the quasi-tariffs, principaLLy for suppties in low vottage for
storage heating (househotds, shops, offices, etc.) which take
the form of non-pubLished agreementsl
(iii) individuaL contracts cover aIL other cases, notab[y for supp[ies
to industry and are negotiated between the parties concerned.
Often the contracts offer the same price to atI cLients having
simi Lar suppty conditions.
To iLLustrate this the
the pubLic distibution
pri c i ng system :
tabLe beLow shows the saLes of eLectricity by
companies in 1984 broken down by sector and
(GhJh)

































TOTAL 107 177 ?? 886 178 33s (1 ) 308 398
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FR OF GERMANY
At the end of 1984 the consumers supplied by the public distribution
network were made up as follows :
Use rs 1000n Standard consumers
Househo Lds













Ia. . . .16
Ic....Ig





consumption per domestic user has evolved as foLLows :
kllh / year khJh / year
3 454 198s s 4643 462 1984 3 5803 430
The eight distribution networks chosen for this study are amongst theLargest and represent 53 z of etectricity saLes in ttre rn of Germany.
To meet these needs the fotlowing energy sources are used in the pubticpouer stations:
Sources 1 980 1984 1 98s
Hydroe Iect ri c



































Sales of etectricity are subject to vatue-added tax (VAT) at the rate
of 14 Z on the VAT exctusive price since 1.7.83t 13 Z before. VAT is
deductibte for conmerciaI and industriaI consuners.
In addition, since 1 January 1975 a compensatory tax (Ausgteichsabgabe)
has been tevied on etectricity sates vith the object of increasing the
use of Comrnunity coaI in the porer stations. The rates are revisedperiodicatty, in general once a year and since 1978 they have differed
according to Federat region. At the beginning of each year the rates
Here as foltovs in the regions chosen for our study:
(I of price before tax)
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986
Hamburg 5.1 5.1 4.7 3.8 3.9 3.9 3.6Hannover 4.3 4.2 4.0 3-3 3.4 3.4 3.?Diisseldorf 5.3 5.3 4.8 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.7
blestern zone 5.3 5.3 4.8 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.7
Frankf urt/lrlain 4.1 4.0 3.8 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.1Stuttgart 4.0 4.0 3.7 3.1 3.2 3.1 2.9
ttliini ch 4.0 4.0 3.9 3.? 3.2 3.3 3.1
Southern zone 4.0 4.0 3.9 3.? 3.2 3.3 3.1
Federat average 4.5 4.5 4.2 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.3
This tax is inctuded in the basis of assessment to VAT.
c ) Househo Ld pri ces-tari ff
The regutations governing domestic tariffs were exptained intrEtectricity prices 1980-1985n. It shou[d be remembered that each
distributor must offer a choice of 4 tariffs to their customers:
- tr{o tuo-part tariffs vith a different make up of standing charge and
commodity rate ;
- a smalt users tariff ;
- an optionat off peak tariff to be combined yith one of the above.
These tariffs appLy to smatl domestic consumers (D, Db Dc).
Above this levet, particu[arty uhen etectricity is used for heating(standard consumers D, and D^) the distributors are free to offer more
advantageous conditiofrs vhich= form the basis of non pubtished contracts(quasi tari ffs) .
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d) HouselgLd prices - anal.ysis
The results are shown in tabLes 1-4 in the annex.
Setting prices rose by 4-8 Z in DiisseLdorf and the Uestern Zone betueenJanuary 1985 and January 1986 whitst in atl other regions tax exctusiveprices remained the same. The difference of tess than 1 z in the
selling prices is due to smalt changes in compensatory tax uhich uas
During the period 1980-1986 it is the [arger consumers, charged
according to the quasi tariffs uho have suffered the Largest increases(40-55 % for Do). This has had the effect of reducing tariffdegressivity vhiEh nonethetess remains wide. In 1986 the standard
i;ffi:t.. D" pays 67-74 Z less per k|rJh than D. as asainst 69-76 I in
The range between extreme prices in the eight tocations surveyed variesfrom 8-?2 z according to the teveI of consumption in $gc. This
regionaL dispersion is more pronounced for "heaiing" users (D_) thanfor the sma[[ consumers (D., D,.) and has grown since 19g0. thiseis dueto the independence of cofrpaniEs to formuLate their tariffs based on
costs.
This creates a difficuLty in setecting a
teve L and pri ce t rend i n the F. R. Germany.
ca t cu tate a medi an pri ce f rom the ei ghtyear and standard consumer. Thi s exerci S€r
rema rks gi ves the f o L Lowi ng resu Lt s :
Location which typifies the
One soLution seems to be to
Locat i ons su rveyed f or each
which confirms our eartier
Medi an pri ces (Pflkh,h)
reduced.







19.92 2A.419.56 11 .?4
43.55 44.36 45.99
33.1 5 33.67 35 .14?3.56 ?4.57 ?5.44
13 .26 13.41 14.14
46.40 46.31







Between 1980 and 1986 tax inclusive prices rose by 30-61 z depending onthe region and standard consumer. Taxes, yhich remained around tS-iO Zof the se[[ing price played r.itt[e pirt. The rising cost of fuelhowever ptayed a considerabLe part Q5 Z of etectriciti is of thermatorigin). The imp[icit gross domestic product price index rose by onty19 ?4 in the same period making er.eciricity more expensive in reatterms, especiaIty for the Larger consumers yho suffered the largesti nc reases.
e) Indust ri a I pri ces-ta ri ffs




f ) Indust r.i a L_ prices, - ana Ly,s,i s
The resu Lts are shown i n tab Les 5-8 i n the annex.
It shouLd be noted that the analysis is based on the price excluding
VAT but incLuding the compensatory tax. t,,|hiLst prices in five of the
regions surveyed remained virtua[[y unchanged from their 1985 leveLs,prices in the remaining three areas increased by between 2 7. and 14 %
with DijsseLdorf (9-14 7) and the Western Zone (6-8 %> suffering
increases substantiaLLy above the 2 % inflation recorded betveen 1985
and 1986.
It is difficul.t to choose a tocation which is representative of the
Levet and evotution of prices in Germany. One soLution is to calculate
a median price from the eight tocations surveyed for each standard
consumer. This gives the fotlowing resutts:
Medi an pri ce (Pflkt.lh)
Standa rd 1 980
consume rs




?0.20 21 .94 ?5.32
16.05 17 .34 20.40
13 .23 ',l4 .54 16.63













Due to a Lac k of pri ce i nf ormat i on h,e
pri ce for the standard consumers I a, IU
Regi ona L pri ce di fferences are greater
between ext reme pri ces f or I,",) than f orI*) and resuLt from the Liberty of
estab L i sh t hei r ta ri ffs based on cost s .
have not ca Lcu Lated a medi an
and I,.. .
Y
for the sma L L consumers (31 %
the La rge consumers U9 % f or
the di st ri but i on compani es to
For internationaL comparison we have chosen Diissetdorf to ensure
harmonization with househoLd prices and other sources of energy (gasprices for exampLe).
Tariff degressivity has changed tittLe throughout the period studied
with the standard consumer I, Oaling 34-47 Z tess per klt|h than Ic.
Etectricity is current[y more expensive in reaL terms for aLI consumers
than in 1980, prices having risen by ?8-47 Z whiLst the impLicit gross
domestic product price index rose by 19 %.
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a) S'ituat,ion 'in the el.ectri c'ity industry
!'lhi [st it does not enjoy a monopoLy the pubLic enterprise rrELectricit6de Francerr (EDF) created by the nationatisation law of Aprit 1946
dominates the etectricity sector. rn 1985 only 10 % of the production
ulas accounted for by other companies (cot[eries, rai tways, tocaL
authorities and industriat autoproducers) and 8 % of the consumptiondistributed by other undertakings.






Hi gh vo tta-ge
Industry
Ra i Lways




















TOTAL(of which EDF 279 800?57 400 10092)
The subsc ri bers
Low vo Ltage













In tu rn domest i c consumers hrere made up as f o L Lovs :
Cat ego ry




























Net production of the pubtic services comes from the fotlouing sources:
z
Sou rc es 1 980 1984 1 985
Hydroe tect ri c
Nuc Lear
SoLid fuet





















TOTAL 100 100 100
An agreement rras signed betyeen the State and EDF on
the 24th October 1984 yhich forsees in particular :
- a better reflection of costs in the selting price;
regular updating of tariffs uith the price per k]rh being kept 1 Z
betoy inf lation if possibl.e ;
- identicat tariffs for the whote metropotitan territory i
- tariffs shoutd hetp users decide on the basis of the actuat cost of
suppty ;
- equat treatment for consumers yith the same characteristics, each
having the choice betueen different tariff options i
- the extension of seasonat and optionat tariffs to toy voltage t ..
- a narrouing of the gap betveen domestic and professionat tariffs yitli
a view to equatity ;
- emphasis on sales to industry uith an advertising camaign to promote
consumption;
- proposition of tong term contracts to large industry nith guaranteedprices in return for a consumption conmitment.




i . Va Lue-added tax
AL L suppties of etectri city are LiabLe
tax-excLusive pricet the rate being 18.6before. vAT i s deduct i b Le for i ndust ri a L
have opted for the generaL vAT scheme.
ii. LocaL taxes
to VAT, ca Lcu Lated on the
% f rom 1 JuLy 198? and 17.6 %
and commerci a L consumers who
The rates and basis for the assessment of municipaL and departmentaI
taxes on e[ectricity suppties hrere modified by the Law of 29 December
1984 though the change onty came into effect in March 1985. The basis
















rd. . . rg
Previ ous Ly the taxes hrere app L i ed
f or tow vo ttage supp L i es ( standa rd
The maximum rate permitted by Law
Pari s.
to 80 % of the tax exc Lusi ve pri ce
consumers Dr-De) .
is 1? % with however an exception for
The fo L Lowi ng tab Le summari ses the rates
departmentaL taxes during the period studjed: of the muni ci pa t and
Loc at i ons
Muni ci pa L tax Departmenta t tax Tota L
































c) Househo[d. prises 
.- 
tarif f s
The trbLuen tariff introduced after the revision of the tariff system is
stitL in effect, though it yas modified on 6 December 1985 (vatid in
January 1986).
This tariff is made up of simple two-part formuLae comprising:
(i) a rentat which increases with the amount subscribed to;(ii) a sing[e commodity rate, with an option as regards "off-peak
hourstt.
This tariff is appLied to domestic and agriculturaI customers whose
requi rements are up to 36 kVA.
Norma L ta ri ff Off peak hours option
Standa rd Subsc ri bed
consumers demand
KVA
Standi ng Commodi ty
cha rge rate
Ft I year c/kWh
Commodi ty rate
Peak hours Off Peak
hours(2)









































(1) smaLL suppLies tariff (2) 8 hours
Standard consumers D.r DO and D" are charged according to the off peak
hours option.
The tariff for smaLL suppLies is intended to protect the Least-favoured
sociat groups.
The off-peak hours option is interesting for storage heaters. There
atso an tterasabLe peak dayrr option which is not described here as it
now tittLe applied.
For more detaits see Etectricity prices 1978-1984, ISBN 92-8?5-5166-0.
This tariff system is characterized by a progressive standing charge
which is more than proportiona[ to demand (14 times more expensive when
demand increases six times) and by a lou price for off-peak hours. The






d) HousehoLd pri ceg- -. anatysi s
The resutts are shoun in Tables 9-11 in the annex. As there is a
standard nationaI tariff, the tax-exclusive price is the same for aLItocations. 0n the other hand, the price incLuding a[L taxes differs
from one city to another by virtue of the Locat taxes.
Up untiL 1985 the price trend was the same for aL[ cities surveyed. The
changes in the rates of the locat taxes during 1985 meant that the
rates of increase between 1985 and 1986 were not the same in atL cities












































Between 1980 and 1986 prices increased by between 36 % and 17 Z withthe [argest consumers (D. D,{ D-) suffering the highest increases. For
these consumers eLectricr"ty'is=now more expensive in reat terms than in1980 (rise of 62 % in the impLicit gross domestic product price index).
bJith the exception of Lyon the increases are general.[y beLow the rate
of inflation G 6 %> during the same period.
RegionaL differences in tax inctusive prices which are due to the
varying rates of the locat taxes remained at 6 % during the period
studied trith Paris being the most expensive and stiasbourg the
cheapest 
"
The increased production of electricity in nuclear power stations hashad two consequences : lower off peak commodity rates, currentLy 43 Z
cheaper than day time and the abitity to ofier,'soliat tariffsn toprotect those smaLI consumers whose consumption is unavoidabLy duringthe day.
|rJith intense competition in the heating market from gasoi I and naturaIgas the retative[y high price of etectricity iJ [ikety to mean




e) Indust ri a L pri ceg - ta ri ffs
The tariff system introduced on 15 February 1984 remains in force at
the beginning of 1986 and incorporates the fo[lowing changes introducedin February 1985 :
- abotition of supplementary standing charge for Lighting in
professionaL tariff;
- abo[ition of reactive energy bonus;
- nel, revised rates.
There are three tariffs for professionat and industriat uses :












Idt Ie, Ift tn
Prof ess'i ona [ - ta ri f f
Standing charge per month Commodity rate c/kWh
Demand 1'r\ 
eak(z)kVA I'ti thout h'|i th of f -peak Fi rst b [ock' ' ' Surp Lus 0f f -p
of f-pea k
6-?4 41.58 FF 45.54 FF 53.6? 50.19 28.71
+11.27 FFlkVA +13.46 FFlkVA
>24 48.51 FF 69.30 FF 50.19 ?8.71
+19.31 FFlkVA +?2.18 FFlkVA
(1) The second bLock is 25 times the subscribed demand, rounded off in
,r., units of 3 kVA.In principle, off-peak hours are 22-6 h.
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The yeltow and green tariffs can be summarised as foltows :
Commodi ty rate c/khJh
Load factor
Annua L
st and i ng
charge
winter summe r












































Reactive energy : penaLy = 1?.1?c/kvarh
1' Rounded up in muLtiples of 6 kVA up to 108 kVA and in muLtiptes of
12 kVA thereafter.
The tariff periods are now the same for the yeLlow and green tariffs.
Summer extends from Apri I to 0ctober, The winter peak covers four hoursper day (9-11 h and 18-20 h) from December to February yhilst off peak
hours comprise eight hours per day and the whole of Sunday.
In order to catcutate prices a compLete breakdown between tariffperiods is necessary. The fottowing which resu[ts from the averagedistribution in France has been appLied.
Load factor 1000h 1600h 2500h 4 000h 6 000h
t,|inter high peak

















5 .17 4.1326.55 22.39
12.15 15.7338.68 34.99
17.45 22.97
TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100
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The penaLty for reactive energy is onty caLcuLated for the green tariff
where tg pyOr6, and therefore does not apply to the standard consumers
in this study.
ALL these tariffs app[y to the yhote of the metropoIitan territory
served by EDF with the exception of very high power requirements(>40 000 kl,l) where regionat differences occur but affect only a very
smaLL number of companies.
f) IndustriaL prices - anaLysis
The resutts are given in tables 12 and 13 in the annex.
The extension of the appLication of the municipaI and departmentaI
taxes to the smaLI industriaL and commerciat sector (I--I^) during 1985
meant that the rates of increase between January 1985'and January 1986





Marsei L Le lLyonlTou Louse
St ra sbou rg
In generaL the rises in this sector are above the rate of inflationG 6 Z>. The rises for the targer industrial consumers (I,-I_) at 2-3'A
are significantLy betow the raie of inftation. o s
This together Hith the favourabLe off peak rates has served to increasetariff degressivity. At the beginning of 1986, the standard consumer I-paid 60-62 Z Less per kt,,lh than a smalL consumer (I^) against a a8 2
reduction in unit pri ce in 1980. lrlhi Lst quantity ptays some part inthis reduction it is mainLy due to the Low off peak rates. Under the
1986 tariffs off peak summer energy is 4 to 12 times cheaper than
during the winter peak.
InfLation during the period 1980-1986 attained 62 Z (increase in theimpticit gross domestic product price index) whi Lst the price of







a) s'ituation in the etectri c'i ty 
'i ndustry
ENEL (Ente nazionate per trenergia etettrica) was estab['!*hed by the
tau of 6 December 196? (No 1643) and is a pubtic service responsibtefor the production, transport, distribution and sate of *Lectricity.
However, the sector is not fuILy nationatized as tl",e i.aw authorized
three exceptions :
- muni c i pa L undertaki ngs ex i st i ng before
- seLf-producers, consuming at Least 70 %r sma L t producers ( Less than 15 Gt'Jh lyear)
Two further exceptions were atlowed by a tan in 1982 (ruo 308) :
production from renewabLe sources;
combined eLectricity-heat production in plants of Less
196?, numberi ng about 1507
of their otun production;
-
-
In addition ENEL has a coordinating and managing fuction
eLectriciaL system of the country, incLuding .the
non-nationa Li zed compani es.
than 3 000 kt'.|.
f or the who te
activities of
In pract i s€r the cu rrent
ENEL
Muni cipaL undertakings
SmaLL producers and seLf
st ructu re of product i on i s as f o I Lows
82:l
4%producers 14 %.
The net production of electricity from pubLic power stations comes from
the fottouling sources :
Sou rces 1 980 1984 1 985
Hydroe Lect ri c
GeothermaL
Sotid fueLs
Pet ro Leum products




























TOTAL 100 100 100
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ENEL I s se L L i ng pri ces must conform
Interministeriat Price Committee (CIP) .
same type of consumer though there i s a
zones :
( i ) North and cent re
to the di rect i ves of the
Tariffs are identicaL for the
di st i nct i on bethreen two Large
(Piemonte, VaIte drAosta, Lombardy, Trentino-Atto Adige, Veneto,
FriuLi-Venezia Giutia, Liguria, Emi Lia-Romagna, Toscana, Umbria,
Itlarche and a part of Lazio);
(ii) South and istands
(a part of Lazio, Abruzzi, trlolise, Campania, Pugtia, Basi ticata,
Calabria, Sicity and Sardinia).
Consumers and sales (ENEL) are broken dovn as fottotls :
Consumers i n 1984 % Gtlh in 1984
Househo Lds
Indust ry and servi ces























TOTAL 25 004 478 100
Sales to households in 1985 can be divided into the fottowing blocks:



























1 910 kt.Jh lyear
consumpt i on per
in 1985.
40
domest i c consumer stood at a round
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b) Taxes
( i ) Va Lue-added tax
The tax system was modified on 1 January 1985 by a lay of 19 December
1984 (No 853). In particutar, value-added tax rates uere modified and
standardized though there is a who[e set of exceptions. VAT rates,
apptied to VAT-exctusive etectricity prices have evotved as fo[lows :
Period Domest i c Non-domest i c
1 .12.1977 - 31 . 12.1 gg0
1. 1.1991 - 30. g.1gg2









The normat rate of 18 Z has been apptied to non-domestic uses since
1985 except for the extractive and manufacturing industries (inctudingprinting and publishing) which benefit from a reduced rate of 9 X. Inthis study, 18 % has been appLied for simpticityrs sake to standard
consumers I"r and IO and 9 % to consumers I. - Ig.
(ii) Treasury tax (imposta erariate)
This specific tax is tevied on electricity sales on the basis of the
fotLowing amounts which differ according to the consumer and zone:
(LIT IKt'lh)











0.325>200 000 kWh/month since 1gB1
( 1 ) A more comp Lex system ex i sted before 1 981 .
certain types of consumption are exempt from the rrimposta eraria[er,
e.9. electrochemeicaI and electrometaLturgicaL consumption, pubtictighting and traction. This tax is incLuded in the basis of assessment




A Law of 30.12.198?, modified on ?7.'12.1983 and ??.12.1984, altows :
(a) Locat authorities to Levy a tax at the rates given betow on
domesti c consumption rith the exception of the f i rst 75 kl'fh/month
for users having a demand up to 3 kt'J;
1983 10 Lrr/kwh 1985 12 Lrr/kwh
1984 11 Lrr/kwh 1986 13 Lrr/kwh
(b) the LocaL authorities and provinces to each appLy a tax at the
foLLowing rates on atL non domestic consumption with a subscribed
demand up to 1 000 ktl;
1983 4 Lrr/kwh 1985 5 Lrr/kwh
1984 4,5 Lrr/kwh 1986 5,5 Lrr/kwh
These LocaI taxes are included in the basis of VAT assessment.
As these tocaI taxes have been coLIected by virtuatty aLt the tocaL
authorities and provinces, they are incLuded in this study.
c ) Househo Ld pri ces-ta ri ff s
Three part tariffs, made up of the foLtowing elements are applied in
the country as a whole :
- a monthLy standing charge;
- a bLock commodity ratel
- a thermaI surcharge which reflects fuel costs.
These etements vary according to the subscribed demand i.e. the meter
size. The tariffs have tt.lo unusuaI features :
1) the abscence of reduced prices for off peak or night consumption;
?> the progressive nature of the commodity rate.
It is for this reason that eLectric centrat heating is very expensive
and thus rare. Therefore no price is shown for the standard consumer D"(aLt etectric) who is not representative in Ita[y.

























reduced surcharge on consumpt'ion up to 150 kWh/month.
Since January 1986 the thermat surcharge has been revised twice :
drop of 11.521 % on 1 March 1986
drop of 37.18 % on 1 May 1986.
Furthermore the tariffs were changed on 27 ttlay 1986. The new rates uere
not taken into account in this study are as fottows:
Demand
kt,l
Standi ng cha rge
LI T/mont























d) Househo Ld pri ces - ana tys i s
The prices are given in tabte 14 in annex.
Prices rose by 3-11 Z betueen January 1985 and January 1986 which for
most consumers is considerabty beLow the 13 y" inftation recorded.Neverthetess, the subsequent drop in the thermaI surcharge and thetariff change in May 1986 Leads to price decreases of about 6-g % for
small domestic consumers (D. Dh) and 14 % for the others (D^ D,,,). These
decreases are not taken int6 aEcount in the table in annex.t tr
St and i ng
charge
LI T/mont h
Price per bLock kldhlmonth







37 ,10 4A,1A 79 ,10 11? r1O







The progressive nature of the tariff system teads to a situation vhere
a targe consumer using 7 500 kbJh per year (Dr) pays tvice as much per
kUh as a sma[[ consumer using 600 ktrJh per year- (D-). This combined vith
the absence of a night tariff mitigates against fhe use of electricityfor space heating which is rare and the market accounted for by naturat
gas and heating oit rhich are more competitivety priced. Thus no priceis shown for the standard consumer D".
Prices in the south and istands remain sLightLy louer, sote[y on
account of the toyer treasury tax since tax-exc[usive prices are the
same throughout the country because of the standard nationaI tariff.
The tax burden increases trith consumption, representing 10 7. of theprice paid by a small consumer (D") and 16 % for a large consumer (DO)in 1986.
tJhilst etectricity prices increased by 136-200 Z between 1980 and the
beginning of 1986 the impLicit gross domestic product rose by onty
105 Z thus making etectricity more expensive in reaI terms for aIt
consumers in 1986 than in 1980.
e) Indust ri a t pri ces - - ta ri ffs
The tariffs introduced in ',984, of rrhich a detailed description is
given in rrEtectricity prices 1980-1985tr remain in force rith changes
onty in the thermaI surcharge.
Two tari f f s systems are sti L L avai Labte side by side :
- generaL tariffs based on the demand with a standard commodity rate,
two variants possible : loy and midd[e vottage;
multi-period tariffs vith five price tevets depending on the season
and the time of day, two variants : midd[e and high vottage.
a re app L i ed to demands i n ex cess of 2 000 kl,f .The mu Lt i -pe ri od ta ri ffs
Both systems consi st of
therma L surcharge based
three parts : demand chapg€r commodity rate and
on fue L cost s .
Non domestic subscribers in the south and isLands having a subsc.ribed
demand of ( 30 ktJ receive a rebate of 25 7 on the demand charge and
commodity rate. This exptains the different tax exclusive prices for
the standard consumer I".
Under the general tariffs a consumer may subscribe a different demand
than his actuat demand to benefit from a block vith a lower unit price.
The demand charge is based on the highest demand, subscribed or actual.
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There are nou four rates for the thermal surcharge:(values in JanuarY 1986)
Lrr/khrh
( low vottage 77'40
users with a demands 500 k}J (( medium voltage 70.70
( 1st block 72.OO
users uith a demand>50O kll (( remainder 6.60
The first bLock is equal to 3 000 ktr'|h x demand. The thermal surchargeis recalcu[ated whenever a major change occurs in the cost of fuets
burnt in the thermaI pouer stations.
f ) Indust ri a t- pri ceg -- ana tysi s
The prices are shown in table 15 in annex-
It shouLd be noted that the anatysis is based on the price excluding
VAT but including the specific taxes.
Beth,een January 1985 and January 1986 prices rose by 3-5 7., the same
increase as seen in the domestic sector which is betou the rate of
inf Lation.
The tariffs are standard over the nationaI territory with the exception
of smatt non-domestic users whose demand does not exceed 30 ktl; a
rebate is accorded to those in the southern zone and the istands. Thisgives rise to regional price diferences of the order of ?O Z in 1986.
For other users, the difference between regions is minimal (0r5 Z) and
derives exctusiveLy from tax abatement. The tax system brings another
difference in favour of the targest industriat consumers (>1 000 kbr)
who are exempt from Locat taxes (see results for !1 and I_ in thetab[e). ' :'
Contrary to the progressive tariffs for househoLd
ta r i ff system encou rages h i gher consumpt i on . The
by the Large consumers has meant an increase in
La rge consumer ( r^) noh, pays 53-60 % Less per ktrh(ra) compared to Y7-38 % in 1980.
Inc reases of 1 1 0-270 % were experi enced betweenthe impLicit gross domestic product price index
making eLectricity more expensive in reaL terms,
smatLer consumers in 1986 than in 1980.
use rs the i ndust ri a L
Lower ri ses suffered
ta ri ff degressi on. A
than a smatl consumer
1 980 and 1986 Hhi Lst




a) situation in the etectrictty industry
There are 84 companies operating in the etectricity sector and these
may be divided into three categories according to their activity:
(i ) producers G) i( i i ) producer-di st ri butors (3) -,(iii) resate distributors (68).
The producer-distributors provide three quarters of the etectricity for
the domestic market. The three companies surveyed are of this type and
account for over 4o % of the saLes of electricity within the country.
FotLowing the report of the commission into the stream[ining of
companies in the pubLic interest (Coconut), various restructuring
measures t.lere studied by the Minister for Economic Affairs and theinterested parties with the aim of centraLising the organisation,
reinforcing harmonisation and towering costs. This wiLL tead to a
structure characterised by :
an amaLgamation of producers (3 to 5 companies serving severaLprovinces)1
- a pooling of production costsl
a division between production and distribution to break verticaL
i ntegrat i on;
a horizontat integration to aLLow the combined distribution of
eLectricity, gas and heat;
- a ceiling of 75 000 consumers per distributor which would reduce the
number of distributors to around 35.
- a reduction of regionat price differences at consumer [eve[.
The sates of eLectricity broken down by consumer sector in 1985 Lrere as
foLLows (provisionaL resu[ts) :




















ALL eLectricity is of
sources (net production t he rma L gene rat i on f romof the public services) : the fo L Lowi ng energy
Sou rce 1 980 1984 1 985
Coa L
Pet ro Leum products























TOTAL 100 100 100
b) Taxes
On[y value added tax (vAT) is levied on electricity sates, the rate
being 18 t of the tax exctusive price untiL 31.1?.83, 19 % thereafter.
VAT is deductibte for industriaL and commerciaL consumers.
c) HousehoLd prices tariffs
whi Le the association VEEN oversees tariffs generat[y and setsguideLines, each distributor is responsibte for his own tariffs. These
must cover the costs of each enterprise taking account of the fact thatprice LeveLs differ accoring to the region or municipaLity as a resutt
of the different nature of the network and the consumer structure.
Low voltage tariffs are simple and of simitar form :
- Standi ng charge to cover genera L costs;
r two part commodity rate :
- basic price to cover the power suppLied;
- fueL cost adjustment.
ALL tariffs are degressive as a resu[t of quantities consumed. nit
companies offer a night tariff trhich, for the payment of an additional.




The night tariff h,as appLied to the standard
way of examp Le the tari f f s f or sma L L uset'sr
1986 are as shown below :
COnSUme rS 
. ? cr. Dd, . De .vaLid at thE beginninU
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i ;\ mi ni mum consumption\b' appLied to the naLL 600 kl.lh lyeare tect ri ctt consumer (D )
e
d) HousehoLd pri ces - - ana lysi s
The prices for the three zones surveyed are shoyn in tables 16 and 17in annex.
Between January 1985 and January 1986 prices feLL by betyeen 3 and
16 Z, vhich is due to the fa[[ in natural gas and coal prices, theprincipaI fueIs used in etectricity generation. This is reflected in
the trfuel cost variationtr of the tariffs.
In 1986 regionaI price differences ranged from 24 7. for smaIt
consumers, 41 t for medium consumers and up to 47 Z for etectric
centrat heating and have yidened since 1980. In att cases it is North
Brabant which is cheapest. The differences resutt from the independence
of companies to formulate their tariffs based on their costs.
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For the same reasons the price trend is not the same inThe fot[owing average prices exctuding taxes give a generaItrend in domestic unit prices :
att regions.
idea of the
19.3 cents in 1980/
aroung 23 cents at present.
ltnqq 1980 the price of, etectricity has risen by 26-45 z in Rotterdam,21-29 t in North HoLLand and by 11--13 % in North Brabant. rn the sameperiod the gross domestic product price index measured an increase of?1 z. Houever since 1,983. the price of etectricity has risen tess thanthe price of a[[ goods and services. Despite this favourabte trend andthe fact that 
.nig!! energy costs Less than hal.f the day rateetectricity remains Iittte used for centraL heating, naturat ;;-s beingcheaper. This expLains why the average consumption per user is not veryhigh (a titt[e over 3 000 kt'rh/year) ind untikety to.rise appreciabLy.
e) Industr,ial. priceg.- tariffs
FoLLowing discussions
our standard consumers
condi t i ons. The ti me
vo Ltages :
tlith the association VDEN the
have been revi sed to ref Lect

























SmaIL industriat and commerciaI consumers
charged according to a simpLe tulo part
domest i c uses, the standi ng cha rge bei ngfuse.
supp t i ed i n tow vo ltage are
tari f f si mi tar to that f or
based on the capacity of the
The other indust ri a L cdnsumers are
consi sts of : charged accordi ng to tariffs which
a standing charge;
a demand charge;




The standing charge covers the meter rentaL and administrative charges'
The demand iharge-is based on the quarter hourty monthty maximun demand
expressed in k1 or kvA with a m'inimum charge based on 60 % of the
subscribed demand.
In some cases an additionat charge is Levied on the maximum monthty
demand during certain peak periods fixed by each distributor during
three winter months between November and February. A reduced night(23-7 h) ktJh rate is of fered by certain distributors'
The fuet cost adjustment, expressed in cents/kt''fh is simi [ar to the
smaLL users tariffs.
The demand charge and the kl'lh rate vary according to :
- the suppty vottage;
- the demand bLock (reductions above certain timits);
- the Load factor ( tength of demand usage) .
The tariff structure is recommended by VEEN but each distributor free[y
decides on the rates which gives rise to a great variety of tariffs
nhich cannot be shown in detait in this study-
In the North Brabant region the high vottage tariffs (10 kV) are
equaLLy appl,ied to the consuners who recejve their suppty in tow
vottagl (220-380 v) through a cabte connected to the 10 kV network- If
the metering is carried out on the low vottage side of the transformer
the maximum demand and the energy consumption are increased by 2 %' Itis for this reason that the "high voltagerr tariffs were appLied to the
smatI commerciaL and industriat consumers even though they use Low
vottage eLectricity.
f) IndustriaL prices - anatysis
The prices for the three regions surveyed are shown in tabLes 18 and
19 in annex.
FueL costs pLay a Large part in consumer pri ces as coat, andparticutar[y naturat gas are used in eLectricity generation. l'Jhi I'st
naturat gas is produced in the Nethertands, the price is tinked to fuet
oiL pricls uith a few months tag. Thus etectricity prices fluctuate
under externat influences, the price of imported oiI and the dot[ar
exchange rate.
The faLt in oit prices and the vatue of the doLLar at the end of 1985
started to affect eLectricity prices at the beginning of 1986 as can be
seen from the tabLe belou which shows how prices have dropped between
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As a result of the uneven rates of, decrease, regional price differenceshave increased. The difference betyeen - thJ cheapest and dearestlocations varied from 34-53 76 in 19g0 and 5?-69 z in 19g6, yith NorthBrabant always the cheapest. production costs, tariffs and suppLyvoltage aIt serve to produce these regionat price differences.
Despite the recent decreases, 1986 prices are higher in constant termsthan in 1980 :
% 1986/1980
ru ro rf tn
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a) Situation in the eLectricity industry
Under BeLgian taw, anyone is free to set themsetves up as an
eLectricity producer yhether they be private individuats or companies,
communes, provinces or the State itseLf. The communes have the sote
right to use the distribution grid up to 1 000 kt,, a right which they
may concede to other bodies. The law aLtows private companies or
individuaLs to participate in intercommunaI associations. This has Led
to the creation of numerous mixed intercommunates in which the pubtic
authorities and the private sector are cLose[y associated.
This freedom has Led to a very compLex production and distribution
system nith 63 companies divided as fottows :
Private concessionary companies 2
Locat authorities 17
Intercommunates with privateparticipation 24
Intercommunates without private participation 10
The whoLe is coordinated at nationat teve[, as if it Here a sing[e
enterprise. This coordination is brought about by severaL distinct
bodies, the most important of which are :
(i) trLa Soci6t6 pour La Coordination de [a Production et du Transportde IrEnergie Etectrique (CPTE)n yhich runs the distribution
c ent res i
rrLe Poo[ des CaLories et SYNAT0]'|n which assures the suppty to att
poHer stations of fuel at a unified price;(iii) 
"La F6d6ration ProfessionneLte des Producteurs et DistributeursdrEtectricit6 de BeIgique (FPE)rr;
(ii)
(iv)
(v) 'rLrUnion des Exploitations Electriques en Be[gique 
(UEEB)rr;
trLe ComitE de Gestion des Entreprises drElectricit6 (CGEE)rr.
The whote is supervised by the rrComit6 de Cont16[e de trElectricit6 et
du Gaztr whose object is to generate coordinated and unified management.
As far as prices are concerned, harmonization has Led to the
appLication of a standard nationaI tariff.
Tari ffs are recommended by the
approved by the di st ri butors. They
the form of a MinisteriaL order in
rfComit6 de Cont16Len but must






The breakdown of electricity consumption by consumers supplied by thepubLic distribution network Has as fotLows in 1985:












The average consumption per domestic user, including the night on[ytariff was 3 150 ktrlh/year in 1984.
The net production of etectricity by the pubLic services is from thefotLowing sources :
Y"
Sou rces 1 980 1984 1985
Hydroe Lect ri c
Nuc Lear
Coa L

























TOTAL 100 100 100
b) Taxes
ELectricity sales are subject to vaLue-added taft. The rate16 z of the tax-exclusive price from 1.1.1929 to 1.2.1991







c) H.ous,ehotd- prices- -- tariffs
FoLLoring a recommendation by the trComit6 de contr6te de Ir6lectricit6
et du gai" tou-voltage tariffs yere modified as of 1 January 1985. The
tariffi, described in rtElectricity prices 1980-1985r remained in force
at the beginning of 1986.
The value of the indices INDB, No, and N, has been as fotlous :









The above i ndi ces
NC appLied to the
have the same definitions as the
high voLtage tariffs (see S e).
i ndi ces IruOH NUH and
d) Househo Ld pri ces - ana Lysi s
Tab[e 20 in annex gives the prices for Brussels vhich are vaLid for the
country as a whoLe.
The period 1980-1986 is characterised by Large increases untit 1983 and
by more moderate increases or fatLing prices thereafter.
Between 1985 and 1986 prices for smatt consumers using on[y daytime
etectricity rose by 2-3 Z whi Le those with off peak consumption
benefitted from a 1-7 % drop in price depending on the percentage of
night consumption. In the case of the standard consumer Do 20 000 ktJh(15 000 kl'lh night) the price paid in 1986 is betow the 198I Level.
At the other end of the scate the standard consumer D^ 600 kHh is notr
charged according to the social tariff since 1985. DeSpite a 3 Z risein 1985 the price paid in 1986 remains below the January 1984 tevel.
Whi Lst the tariff system favours consumers with off peak consumption
those with smatl. daytime consumption have been protected. In 1986 off
peak electricity is 58'A cheaper than during the day (exclusive
ni ght/normat tariffs).
Despite the sociaL tariff rrhich puts a ceiting on prices, tariff
degression is very marked. The reduction in unit price betueen a
consumption of 600 kl{h/year in the daytime (D^) and 20 000 k}lh/year,
mainty at night (D"), remained the same (64 D in 1980 and 1986.
During the period 1980-86, etectricity prices have gone up faster than




e) Industriat- prices- !'r- tariffs
Fottouing a recommendation by the trComit6 de cont16te de IrElectricit6
et du gazn high voLtage tariffs were changed stighty from 1.9.1985.
Two main tariffs are stftt offered (two part A and B), the most common
variant being the trmotive powertr tariff which is automaticail.y appLiedif the consumption for Lighting represents Less than 15 % of the total,
as is the case of our standard consumers.




BFR x kh, x month
Sept-ApriL 184.6 IruOH x NUH x D




Day 1.017 IruOH x NOH x D + 0.642 NC
Ni ght 0.549 I 
ruOH x NUH + 0.54? NC
Cei Ling
pri ce BFR x khJh Day (1.?78+1 .017 D)INDH x NUH + 0.64? N
Minimum
pri ce BFR x kWh 3 77A Non
Two part B









Fla r, Ap r, Sept ,0ct
May-August
Day 0.367 I 
ruUH
Ni ght 0. 291 I Uu'
445 t*ohl x NoH
NoH + o 
'642
















The ceiting price of the two part A tariff concerns the standing charge
and the day commodity rate. The night is t hours, the limits being
fixed by each distributor.
The demand considered is the maximum quarter hourty demand measured
monthty in kU.
Consumers Hith a demand beLowpart A tari ff. Those Hi th a
charged accordi ng to the twopart A tariff if this is more
1 000 kt, are charged accordi ng to the two
demand between 1000 ktl and 4 000 kt, arepart B tariff or atternativeLy the two
favou rab te on a yea r Ly bas i s .
indexed meter charge inctuded in att netr




For 1986 hre have appLied the
cont racts. The doub te meter
consumption (Ia.. .tn) .
In the catculations, the various tariff periods have simp[y been
weighted by duration.
Reactive energy is free if dai [y consumption does not exceed 50 x of
active energy consumed by day, which corresponds to a vatue of cos =0.8944. There is a penatty when the proportion of 50 Z is exceeded. As
the price of supptying the standard consumers of this study must be
catcutated for cosf = 0.90, reactive energy does not give rise to any
bi L Ls.
The tariffs are updated by the foLtouing indices :
D = o.7S + 70
IttOH take-s account of the extra investment costs in nuc[ear pouer
stations compared vith conventionaI thermat pouer stations. It is
modified uhen any signiffcant unit enters into service.
Nnu represents the runni ng and deprec i at i onv 
' ' vo Ltage di st ri but i on network .
Nc shows the cost of fueLs burnt in the pouer















i ndi ces see the EUROSTAT
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f) Industrial.-priceg. - ana tys i s
in tabte 21 in annex.
prices increased by 3 % for
wh i Lst those f or the La rger
The resu tt s
Bethreen 1985
consumers ( I




the sma t Ler standard







% 1986t 1980 +51 +50 +42 +49 +48 +54 +60
The increases are approximate[y ha[f the rate of infLation for theperiod January 1985 to January 1986. This and the reductions in price
are due to the sustantiaI decrease in the price of fuel. (factor N^)trhich offset the rises in Hages, certain materiaI costs and the
additionaI investment in nuclear poHer (factors lroi.; and NoH).
Electricity has houever become more expensive in constant terms since1980 as the implicit gross domestic product price index rose by 3g z
between 1980 and 1986.
rlq ceiting price, vhich differs according to the poHer requirements
affects the standard consuners I_ and I,_ fron 1994 onuards. However theftoor price referred to in para[lraph CEI does not affect the standard
consumers in this study as it appties mainty to those companies yhich
cease activities during the hoLiday period and nhich must stitt pay a
minimum charge even if their electricity consumption is zero or
negtigibte.
The ta ri ff changes i nt roduced i n september
1986 the two part A tari f f h,as apptied to
i t hras t he most advantageous .
1985 meant that for January
the standard consumer It as
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6. LUXE]IBOURG
a) Situation ,i n the-eIectricity-industry
The suppty and distribution of etectricity within the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg is shared by two companies : Sotel and Cegedel.
SoteL serves the iron and steeI sector and its suppties come mainty
from the eLectricity produced by the steeL industry itsetf in thermaI
power stations fired by bLast furnace gas nhite the remainder is
imported from Betgium. SoteI has its oHn service grid and does not
suppLy eLectricity to the pub[ic.
This is done by CegedeL either directLy or through resa[e agencies.
CegedeL does not produce eLectricity but imports 96 % of its suppliesfrom Germany and the remaining 4 'l is purchased from LocaI
hydroeLectric power stations. The saLes of CegedeL are made up of one
quarter to resaLe distributors and three quarters direct sates.
The domestic market (Sotet, Cegedet, resaLe distributors and jndustriat
seLf producers) was broken down as fottows in 1984 :











-ct t t *g
TOTAL 100
Low vottage sates in 1985 to househotds Lrere made up as follows:





























Electricity sales are subject to vatue-added tax at the rate of 6 t of
the vAT exctusive price, 5 Z before 1 Juty 1g83. vAT is deductibte forindustriat and commerciaL consumers.
c) Househotd priees - tariffs
The tariff system, described in detaiI in €Lectricity prices 1978-1984
remains in force with some smaIt modifications.
t'lith effect from 1 October 1985 peak hours were reduced to 3 hours perday (10.00-11.30 and 17.00-18.30) and have thus been taken as 9 % ofthe total consumption exctuding night (instead of 12 z before).
From January 1986 a 'speciat non indexed rebate of 0.108 LFR/kwh
appLied to reftect prevaiLing suppty conditions. The amount of
rebate wiLL be reviewed at the beginning of each year.
ti,as
this
The index Eo which is appLied to the standing charge and commodity ratehas evotved"as foLLows :
J anu ary 1982 1 983 1984 1 98s 1986
Ee 1 .00 1 .121 1 .310 1 .336 1.373
d) Househotd lorices - anatysis
The prices are given in table Z0 in annex.
Between January 1985 and January 1986 prices for smaLL househotd
consumers (D" Dr.,) rose by 1 % whi Lst those for the [arger househotd
consumers haivin! off peak consumption feLt by 4 %. The decrease
recorded for the Larger consumers is mainty due to the 3 Z reduction inpeak consumption. The rebate of 0.108 LFR/kWh uas aLso a factor and
contributed to keeping the increase for snaLLer consumers significantLy
beLow the rate of infLation e .A, during tast year.
Tariff degression remains stabte, the Largest standard consuner(etectricaI heating Do) paying one third of thJ unit price paid by the
smattest (-Da). Ttris Eegression is very marked, resuiting mainty-from
the t.ol{ nig'ht prices offered (six times tess expensive fhan foi peakhours).
During the period 1980-1984 prices rose faster than the impLicit grossdomestic product price index making etectricity more expensive in realterms, however this trend has been broken Jince 1994. Despite theearLier trend the average consumption per househo[d continues to grow,
standing at 4 591 ktlfhlyear in 1985.
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e) Industriat prices - fariffs
The medium voltage tariffs, applied to standard consumers Io - Io which
resutt from the agreement signed betyeen CEGEDEL and the gdvernrilent on
27 January 1982 remain in force. A detaited description can be found in
the pubtication trElectricity prices 1978-1984n. Three price [eve[s are
caLcutated corresponding to 0 Z, 50 Z and 1OO Z pouer reduction. The
prices resulting from a 50 Z power reduction which is the most common
have been taken for internationat comparison.
The high vottage tariffs (65 kV) are not covered by the agreement of
27 January 1982 and take the form of non pubtished contracts. A netr
tariff system was introduced in January 1986, more in tine uith theprinciples of the recommendation of the Counci L of the European
Communities of 27 0ctober 1981 on electricity tariffs.
The maximum haLf hourty demand in high voltage and the reduced demand
in medium voltage is rounded to the nearest hatf kilouatt.
The rebate of 0.108 LFR/kWh described under c) above appties also to
medium and high vottage.
An index Er is apptied to the medium vottage tariff formutae and Ere to
the high vijttage formulae. These indices have developed as foItows":












f ) Indust ri a l.- pri ceg - - ana [ysi s
The resutts are shoun in tabtes 21 and ?2 in annex.
Betreen January 1985 and January 1986 medium vottage price levets
changed by betreen -2 I 2nQ +2 7(2 yhilst high vottage prices fetL by
7-8 Z reftecting the nev tariff introduced in January 1986.
The targe decrease for high vottage consumers has increased tariff
degressivity. In 1980 a targe consumer (I^) paid 46 Z less per kUh than
a smatl consumer I" nhich has increased td 61 7 in 1986.
Over the period 1980-1986 current VAT exctusive prices rose by 37-141 Z
depending on the levet of consumption and the pohrer reduction.Inflation registered a 46 I increase in the same period, thus for atl
consumers vith the exception of I^ electricity is more expensive in




a) S'ituation in the etectri c,ity- industry
The electricity supply industry was brought under pubLic ownership
1947 with a further reshaping in 1957 which gives the pattern stitI
force, Hith some smatt changes.
In Engtand and tr,lates the structure has two tevets :
(i) generation and transmission under the responsibiLity of the CEGB;
(ii) distribution and sates under the responsibiLity of Area Boards.
The CentraI Etectricity Generating Board (CEGB) is a statutory
corporation in charge of planning, construction and operation of pouer
stations and the transmission grid (400 kV and 275 kV) vithin England
and Wales. The CEGB does not sett directty to customers apart from a
few exceptions at a nationat leve[, tike railways.
The Area Boards, of which there are 12 over England and lrfates taketheir suppties from around 100 suppLy points on the transmission grid
of the CEGB and se[[ eLectricity to customers through distributiongrids (at voltages from 132 kV down to 415 volts).
rn scotland and Utster there are three traIt purpose'Area Boards
operating generation, transmission and distribution of etectricity.
Activity in EngLand and t{ates is coordinated by the ELectricityCounci[. The Etectricity CounciI acts in the fietds of finance, demandforecasting, investment, planning, tariff proposa[s, research andpubLic reLations.
Neither the GEGB not the Area Boards are in a monopoLy position, this
situation being inforced by the 1983 Energy Act, vhich introduced
competition by permitting persons to generate and suppLy eLectricity as
a main business.
AL L Electri city Boards are requi red :
( i ) to supp Ly e Lect ri c i ty , on request,
suppLiers of etectrici tyI to the 
private generators or
(ii) to purchase privatety generated electricity;
(iii) to atLow the use of their own transmission and distribution





This has resutted in three tariff systems :
(i) Bu[k suppty tariff for saLes by the CEGB to the Area Boards;
(ii) Areas Board retai L tariffs for industria[, commerciat and
domestic customers, which are of interest to us in this study;
(iii) Tariffs for purchase, sate and transport, appLied to privategenerators or suppLiers.
rn 1984 the sa[es of etectricity via the pubLic grid were made up asfoLtows (revised figures) :
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TOTAL 100 100 100
1984 was affected by the miners strike which exptains the massive and













The four zones choCen for this study were :
(i) London <t-or/on ELectricity Board);(ii) Birminghanr'(MidLands);(iii) Leeds (Y.cirkshire);(iv) 
__GLasgo-w (South of ScotLand);
and represent about one third of the poputation and the sates of
etectricity in Great Britain.
b) Taxation
No taxes are levied on electricity sates, the VAT rate remaining at O %
during the period studied.
c) Househotd pri ceg -- tari f f s
It is sufficient to summarize the tariff system as LittLe change has
taken ptace since the tast study.
HousehoLds can choose between three tariffs :
(i) Credit tariff of the simple two-part type;(ii) Prepayment tariff which differs from the above in that the fixed
charge is'to cover the costs of the more compLicated meter t.thich
atso records the standing charge. NearLy 1.4 miItion or more than7 % of aLt domestic consumers are charged according to this
tari ff,(iii) rrEconomy 7'! tariff which has different rates for day and night
and was apptied to standard. consumers D", Dd and D" who take part
of their etectricity at night.
The domestic standing clrarge rebate scheme which benefitted consumers
whose quarterty consumptjon was around 11Ol12O khJh was abotished on
1 Aprit 1985. Tariffs were increased by an average of 4.4 % on the same
date.
d) Househotd prices - anatysis
Two tabLes in the annex (Nos ?2 and 23) give the prices for the four
regions covered by the study. Despite the Lack of prices for Leeds and




Betveen January 1985 and January 1986 prices rose by 2-5 I in London
and a standard 4 % in Glasgou, yhich is beLoy the rate of inftation inthe same period. The miners strike increased fueI costs very
substantiatty, the futL burden of vhich Has not passed on to the
consumer. Sales to the domestic sector rrere 2.1 Z higher in 1984/85
than in the previous year with off-peak sales increasing for the second
successive year. The Economy 7 rate continues to be less than 4O 7 ot
the standard domestic rate.
Prices rose by 62-78 z during the vhole period studied uhil.st theimpticit GDP price index rose by 46 z thus making etectricity more
expensive in reat terms in att regions.
e) Indust ri a I pri ces - tari ffs
There have been no changes to the tariff system since the pubLication
of trElectricity prices 1978-1984tr uherein a detailed description may be
found.
f) IndustriaI prices - anaLysis
The avai tab[e prices for the four cities surveyed are shonn intables 25 and 26 in annex. Despite the gaps in the time series notabl.yfor 1986 due to survey difficutties a short anaLysis is possibte.
Betueen January 1985 and January 1986 prices increased by 4-s z tn
Leeds and Gtasgou, vhich as Has seen in the domestic sector is betowthe rate of inflation. rn generat industriat prices are heavi tyinfluenced by fuet costs, hovever the substantiaI increase fottouinithe massive recourse to fuel oit during the miners strike has not beenpassed on to the consumer.
A comparison with the impLicit GDP price index shoys that the price ofetectricity rose faster than the price of att goods and services untiI1983 though tess dranaticaLty thereafter. -oespite the fact thatelectricity has become more expensive in real terms than in 1980 andthe loss of sales to the coaL mining industry in 1984185 etectricity
sales grew by 1.62 overatt, reversing the trend seen up to 19g3.
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8. IRELAT{D
a) s'ituation in the- el.ectricity" industry
The generation and suppLy of electricity is vested in a sing[eauthority, the ELectricity SuppLy Board (ESB) which was estabLished-bygovernment order in 1927. A unified nationat tariff system is operated,the rates being set by the governement based on the recommendaiions ofthe NationaL Prices Commission.
The ESB suppLies over 10 000 Gt,Jh
of whom approximateLy 6 000 are
summarized as foLLows, showingin this study.
per year to around 1 145 000 consumers
i ndust ri a L. The pattern of sa Les may be
the position of the standard consumers
Domest ,i c - consume rs
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shows:
the fieLd off the Cork coast which has been
has dec reased the dependence on i mported
foL Lowing tabLe of net production sources
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TOTAL 100 100 100
b) Taxes
The rate of va[ue added tax stood at O % during the period studied and
no specific taxes were levied.
c) HousehoLd pri ces - tari ffs
The standing charge and normal commodity rate were increased by around9 Z and 4 7. respectively in January 1986 whi Lst the night heating
commodity rate remains unchanged since January 1985.
Urban domestic consumers are charged according to a thro-part tariff
consisting of a standing charge and a constant kl'lh rate. In addition tothis a reduced rate is availabte for night space heating during a
nine-hour night period. Detiveries under this reduced tariff are
measured separately and controLted by a time switch.
RuraI farm and domestic consumers are charged according to a simitartariff but the standing charge is related to the fLoor area and thereis a charge for out offices. The ktJh rates for normal use and night
space heating are the same as urban domestic. The prices for DubLin are
















There is also a night and day tariff availabLe to domestic consumersbut onLy a sma[[ percentage of consumers have avaiLed of this tariff to
date.
Night heating rates uere reduced by 0.5 p from 1 ApriL 1986. Domestic
rates wi LL be furthen reduced by an average of 5 % from1 September 1986.
d) Housel1oLd pri ces. -. ana tysi s
The prices are given in tabLe 18 in annex.
The rise of 9 % and 4 % in the standing charge and day commodity rate
respectivety in January 1986 caused increases of between Z % and 6 %for our standard consumers. The targer consumers suffered the smaItestincreases due to the Lower incidence of the standing charge and thefact that the night commodity rate t,las not increased.
Prices in rurat areas are between z % and zo % higher than in urban
areas as can be seen from the fotlowing tabte of prices in rural areasfor January 1986 :
o/kt,'|h
Standard consumer Du Do D
e
14.20 11 .?O 7 .61 7.30 5 .14
The recent tariff changes have served to increase tariff degressivity.In 1986 De pays 57 z less per kt{h than D^ as against 53 % in 19g0. The
n'lght heating rate is now Less than halfothe normat rate.
The increases recorded between January 1985 and 1986 are beLon the rateof inflation e %>. However prices rose by 105-123 % betueen 1980 and1986 whiLst the impticit gross domestic iroduct price index rose by80 z thus making etectricity more expensive in reaI terms.
e) IndustriaL pri ces o tartffs
t'|hitst househotd tariff rates were increased in Januarytariffs remain unchanged since January 19g5.
A detai ted description of the tariff system can
'fEtectricity prices 1980-1985!r (the tabLe on page 7Z
read January 1985 and not 1984 as shown)
1986 industriaL
be found i n
t he reof shou Ld
From 1 ApriL 1986 industriaL prices Here reduced by an average of 6.3 %
and commercial charges by nearLy 4 %.
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f) IndustriaL priceg - analysis
Prices are given in table 20 in annex.
A number of factors incLuding increased use of indigenous natural gas
and significantty cheaper oi L costs enabted the E.S.B. to keep
January 1986 prices at their January 1985 teveL.
However between 1980 and 1986 current prices rose by between 100 Z and
114 7. depending on the LeveL of consumption. Increases were not regutarin time yith rises exceeding 50 Z in 1980 and 1981 fotlowing the second
oi L crisis.
l'lhi f.st pri ces remained the same betueen January 1985 and 1986
etectricity is norr more expensive in reaI terms than in 1980 (80 Z
increase in the impLicit GDP price index between 1980 and 1986)-
Tariff degressivity has remained faity constant, a targe consumer (I*)
nol, pays 47 Z Less than a smaLL consumer (I^ I.) against 44 % in 1980.
The reduction in unit price is mainty derjfed'from the increased load
factor and night consumption (29 t for standard consumer Ir). Night
commodity rates are particuLarLy advantageous, being 47-70 Z'belov the
day rates whitst for standard consumers I* and I^ there is only a 4-5 %
difference between winter and summer day iommodity rates.
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9. DEI{IIARK
a) situatton-'i n the etectri city.industry
Etectricity in Denmark is distributed by 117 companies of varying size,
owned chief[y by locat administrations (51) or cooperatives (54). For
reasons of scale, pouer stations are operated by 12 major companies.
rnterconnections exist between these and uith the neighbouring
countries of Germany, Norway and Sweden. However, there is no Link
betueen the t'Jest (Jut tand and Fyn) and the East (Zea tand and other
isLands) across the Great BeLt. rn the west, companies are grouped inthe ELsam association and in the East, the Etkraft association, the aimbeing to coordinate production, transport, common fueI purchases and
exchanges with other countries.
ELectri city di stribution
foLLows :
in the country as a urhoLe is broken down as
( 1 985 est i mates )
Sec to r % GhJh Standard consumers
Domest i c( < 10 000 kwh lyear)( >10 000 kh,h lyear)
Agri cu Ltut 
€r hort i cu Lture
Commerce, admi ni st rat i ohr
servi ces
I ndu st ry( +1 ,5 Gt,h lyear)( )115 GhJh lyear)



















There are current Ly around? 200 000 are househoLd and
consumi ng more than 1 .5 GtJh
2 630 000 consumers
35 000 i ndust ri a L,
per year.
i n DenmaFk, of





The prices given in this study are for the two companies which cover
the Copenhagen urban area : the Copenhagen Lighting Board (Kdbenhavns
Belysningsvaesen), which suppLies most of the suburban communities and
the north of Zea[and). These two companies are the targest in the
country, accounting for the third of saLes and consumers in Denmark and
62 % in the Etkraft zone.
ALmost aLI the eLectricity comes from conventionaL power stations which
are mainLy fueILed with imported coaL. Hydroelectric production is
negLigibLe and there are no nucLear stations.
The net production of the pubLic power stations is from the foltowing
sources :
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1 980 1984 198s
HydroeLectric
Coa L










TOTAL 100 100 100
b) Taxes
E[ectricity saLes are subject to trdo taxes, both of which are
deductibte for non-domestic users :
(i) a speciaL tax introduced in 1977 which amounts to a lump sum per
kWh consumed ;(ii) vAT, which is a percentage of the price incLuding the speciat tax.
Their rates have deveLoped as foLLows :


















1 Increased on 1.7. 1980
DENMARK
c) HousehoLd-pri ceg-- tartffs
( i ) Kdbenhavns Be Lysvi ngsvasen
The tariff structure, described in detai t in trElectricity prices
1978-1984n remains in force with the fottowing tax exctusive rates in
1 986.
Tariff Standing charge Commodity rate Fuet surcharge StandardDKR/year Orelktrfh Orelk!'lh consumers
Norma L 98
Ni sht 1 80
?9.7
10.0
19.5 x 1.1 Da...Da
19.5 x 0.9 Dc...D"
The night tariff is applied in conjunction with the normaL tariff.
(ii) NESA
Two tariffs are offered to domestic consumers, the rates being as
fottows for January 1986 (exct. taxes) :
Tariff Standing charge Commodity rate StandardDKR/year Orelkl'th consumers
No rma L 480
Peakl off peak 750
36.1
Peak 39.6




AppLication of the peak/off-peak tariff presupposes the instaLlation of
a three-phase meter. The peak hours run from 6 to 20 h on working days(7 to 21 h during the summer). This tariff is onty interesting when the
consumer uses more than half his etectricity during off-peak hours and
was thus only apptied to standard consuner D".
d) Househo Ld pri c€s - ana Lysi s
The prices for the two companies surveyed are shotrn in tabLe 27 in
annex.
At the beginning of 1986 tariff rates feLt uhitst the specific tax yasincreased. In the North Sjaettand region one compensated for the other
whereas in copenhagen the drop in tariff rates uas greater and taxinctusive prices feLL by 5-7 Z compared to January 1986. Neverthetess
the recent drop does not compensate for past rises.
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Between 1980 and 1986 current prices incLuding att taxes rose by
60-73 Z in Copenhagen and 38-79 Z in North Sjaettand which for the
majority of consumers is greater than inflation G 49 Z)-
RegionaL price differences are smaLt in 1986 except for the smatt users
who benefit from an advantageous tariff in the city of Copenhagen.
The tax element continues to rise, nou accounting for 30-50 Z of the
amount paid by domestic users according to the [eve[ of consumption.
Because one tax is a lump sum amount the effect is progressive, the[arger consumers being most affected by the tax.
")
(i) Kdbenhavns Betysningsvesen
The norma L tari ff (see
up to 100 000 kWhlyear
tariffs, described in
tax exc Lusive rates for
c) above) is apptied to non domestic consumers(I^ I.^). For the Larger consumers more complex
"E fecteri c i ty pri ces 1978-1984t' are app L i ed. The
January 1986 may be summarised as folLows :
Standing Demand charge
charge





d re / ktdh
Low
vo Ltage





vo Ltage 492 208(2) 15.7 19.5x1.05 If tn
(1) Based on the quarter hour[y maximum demand measured during the
year.(?) Based on average of the two
qua rter hou r Ly du ri ng t he yea r .(3) 1 000 000 kt'lh lyear .
h i ghest month ty demands measured
Under the terms of the low voltage tariff the amount of the demand
charge, commodity rate and the fuet surcharge taken together may not
exceed the price resu[ting from the apptication of the normaI tariff
without the standing charge. In cases vhere the maximum price is
exceeded, the excess is reimbursed at the end of the year. Such vas the
case for the standard consumer Ia.
In addition to the above tariffs two doubte tariffs exist (tov and high
vottage). The demand charge and commodity rate are identaicat to the
sing[e tariffs described above whilst the standing charge is higher.
The fueL surcharge differs between day and night (20.00 06.00




New tariffs vere introduced in January 1985 which yere compulsory for
neu subscribers and optionaI for existing ones. In this study ]re
considered our standard consumers to be existing subscribers opting for
the nrost favourab[e tariff .
Non-domestic users whose demand corresponds to a circuit breaker of
tess than 200 amperes (r. rh r^) are charged according to the normal
domestic tariff (see c) EboVe)"whilst the larger consumers (Ir....I^)
are charged under the B tariff rrhich has two vo[tage varianfs, tHe
rates, excLuding taxes on 1 January 1986 being as fotlows :
Vo Ltage Standi ng charge
DKR I quarter
Demand charge
DKR / kt^l I qua rte r









?1 .3 If in't'
f) IndustriaI prices - anatysis
The results are given in tabte 28 in annex.
For non-domestic uses the analysis is based on the tax-exclusive prices
since the specific tax is deductib[e, as is VAT. Under these
conditions, it is not surprising to find that price leve[s are much
more moderate than for the domestic sector where the tax burden
represents a Large part of the setting price.
Between 1985 and 1986 prices feLt by between 8 % and 17 ?( in both
regions due mainty to lower fuet prices, These Large decreases have
contributed to making electricity cheaper in real terms in 1986 than in1980. The price of etectricity rose by onty 28-48 Z with consumers in
Copenhagen suffering the targest increases whitst the impLicit gross
domestic product price index rose by 49 % in the same period. This has
served to increase the difference between the two areas surveyed with
Nord SjaeItand being currentLy 37-57 % cheaper than Copenhagen.
Tariff degression has remained around ?o-24 % uhen consumption is
mu[tipLied by 300 (Iflla).
rn copenhagen (KB), standard consumers r. and r- pay the same prices
atthough the second consumes three times'more. Ttris is the effect ofthe tariff threshold referred to above. This system avoids distortions
between smaIt and targe consumers (between two tariff fami [ies).
Another particutarity of the tariff (KB) is the inftuence of the fuet
surcharge (the buLk of etectricity production costs) which decreases as




a) Situation ,i n the eIectric,i ty-industry
A State body (Public Power Corporation) was founded in 1950 and g'iven a
monopoLy of the production, transport and distribution of eLectricity,
This corporation acquired aLL the concessionary etectricity companies
in the State. Its initiat aims Here to unify the etectricity industry
and to deveLop production from native sources : tignite and
hydroetectric. The extraction of Lignite was atso controtted by a State
body which joined with the Putic Power Corporation to ensure a speedier
reaLization of the Latter aim.
The PubLic Power Corporation accounts for 99 Z of the etectricity
production in Greece, the rest being maide up by some industriat
seLf-producers (oiL refineries, chemicats, food processing, textites).
The consumption of eLectricity was broken down as fottows (revised
resuLts for 1984) :



















In their turn, saLes to households may be broken down as foLLows:




























The average consumption per domestic usen1 917 khlh I year i n 1 985 .
The generat i on of the pub L i c pohrer stat i ons
sou rces :
1 848 kWh lyear in 1984 and
is from the foLLowing
1 980 1984 1 985
Pri mary hydroe Lect ri c
Ha rd coa L
Li gni te














TOTAL 100 100 100
Tariffs, which are the nesponsibi Lity of the pubLic power Corporationare revised annua[[y if deemed necessary. rn principLe the date of
change is 7 January but the new tariffs are not published untit the endof the first quarter and are appLied retrospectiveLy. rn the presentstudy we have shown, for each year the prices valid after 7 Januaryi.e. retrospective appLication oi the tariffs.
b) Taxes
Va tue-added tax (VAT) has
eLectricity to househoLds
10 7o, 8 % bef ore 1983.
not yet been i nt roduced i n G reece. Sa Les of
a re subj ect to tu rnover tax at the rate of
In addition a
domest i c uses.
turnover tax.
stamp duty of 1-? %'uas appLied from 1gg4 onwards forThis duty is incLuded in the basis of caLcuLation of the
c ) Househo Ld pri ces - ta ri f f s
The tariff system for domestic and professional uses in the home is thesame for the whoLe country.




.pri ces -- ana[ysi s
The prices are shoun in tabte 29 in annex.
Between January 1985 and January 1986 prices in generat rose by 19-?2 %
uhich is be[ow the rate of inftation G9 7.> in the same period. Houever
the price paid by the standard consumer D" rose by 46 % foL[owing the
introduction of a standing charge
A pecutarity of the tariff system is the progressive khJh rates which
exptains why some targer consumers pay more than smalter consumers. 0n
the other hand advantageous night ktJh rates compensate for the
progressive day ktllh rates uhen night consumption is significant,
standard consumers D. and D" for exampte.
BetHeen 1980 and 1986 eLectricity prices rose by 130-139 X. ln the same
period the impLicit gross domestic product price index rose by 191.5 %
vhich makes electricity cheaper in reaI terms.
The difference in unit price betyeen the smallest and largest domestic
consumers has remained at the same narroy [eve[ (35-36 Z>.
e) IndustriaL prices - tariffs
IndustriaL tariffs are vaLid for the country asa whole. The tariffs for
smaIL industriaI consumers (I^ I.) supptied in lou vo[tage comprise a
standing charge, a demand charte End a commodity rate.
Standard consumers I^....I^ suppLied in middte voltage are charged
according to two part"tariffb with degressive ktfh price blocks.
f ) Indust ri a t pri ces - ana tysi s
The resuLts are shown in tabte 30 in annex.
Betueen 1985 and 1986 prices rose by 16-20 Z which is ve[[ betow the
rate of inftation (39 Z>.
Tariff degressivtty, i.e. the
demand i nc rease depends on two
reduced pri ce per ktlh above a
demand. Therefore the Lower
consumpt i on the Lower the uni t
cei L i ng of the reduced b Loc k
i ncent i ve to spread consumpt i on
unit price between the standard
as in 1980.
reduct i on i n uni t pri ce as offtake and
factors : two-pa rt formu La and the
Limit which varies according to the
the demand i n re Lat i on to the kt.Jh
pri ce pai d ( Lower standi ng charge and
reached sooner). This is the ontY
more even Ly. In 1986, the reduct j on i n
consumers tn and I, i s 34 %, the same
January 1986 price levels are 15?-205 Z above January 1980. However the
impticit gross domestic product price index rose by 191.5 Z which meansthat the price of etectricity has remained stabte or fa[len inrrconstantt terms.
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11. SPAIN
a) S'ituat'i on in-the eIectri c'ity industry
The 21 pubLic and private companies yho produce and or distribute
eLectricity have formed themselves into an association, UNIDAD
ELECTRICA S.A (UNESA). In 1984 a company RED ELECTRICA de ESpRfin S.n
was formed with a majority pubtic hotding to take over the running of
the network from the association ASELECTRICA to ensure better
co-ordination in the running of the transport network.
As far as tariffs are concerned the harmonisation has ted to uniform
tariffs. Because production costs and the nature of the consumption
vary from one region to another an inter company compensatory system.
based on standard costs has been introduced. An agreement signed on
6.5.1983 between the government and the electricity sector ensures a
tariff poticy which permits a sufficent profitabi tity for the
companies, guaranteeing a return on capitat and a reserve for
i nvestment.
Tariff changes during the Last few years have fotLowed this objective.
The tariffs take the form of a royat decree and are pubtished in the
officiaL journa[ (8.0.E). Etectricity usage in the country as a vhote




































( 1 ) i nc Ludi ng approx. 3 000 Gh,h autoproduct i on.
In turn sales to househotds can be broken doyn as follows (1984) :
kWh lyear % n % GhJh Standard consumers
1 O0O - 2 0OO 27-13 24-15 Ol
2 001 - 5 000 2117 3914 Ol





The net production of the pubLic services is from the foLLowing
sources :
i(
1 980 1984 1 98s
Primary hydroeLectric (1 )
Nuc Lea r fue LCoaL )















( 1 ) 
exc Ludi ng pumped storage.
b) Taxes
The taxes apptied during the period studied can be summarised in thetabte beLow :
































1 / 1983 Hou seho Lds



















1 | 1985 Househo Lds






















The three proportionaL taxes are catcutated on the tax excLusive price
and are not cumutative. The IGTE is a generat transaction tax. The
municipaL tax is a charge for the area occupied by the aeriaI or
underground Lines within the urban conurbations. Thjs tax is not shown
separate[y from October 1984 onwards. Instead it is taken as a general
cost and included in the tariffs, neverthetess the distributors
continue payment of the tax to the communes. 0nLy consumers within the
urban territory were subject to this tax. A Large number of medium and
Large industries outside thjs area were therefore exempt. 0n average
the effective rate was on[y 0.8 % for industry in generaL and 0.6 % for
industry suppLied in high voLtage () 1kV).
For simpIicity in this study ue have taken the fuLI rate of the
municipaI tax (1.5 %> for aLL domestic and smaIL industria[/commerciat
consumers (I,-I^) whi Lst the other industriaL standard consumers(Id-Ig) were EonSidered to be outide the urban territory.
From 1 January 1986 the various taxes were reptaced by vaLue added tax
at the rate of 1? "A on the tax exclusive price, deductibLe for non
domestic users.
c) HousehoLd prices c tariffs
The tariff structure was substantiaLty changed in October 1983.
The tariffs are of the simpLe two part type with a month[y demand
charge and a rate per kWh with the exception of the pubtic Lightingtariff which has no demand charge.
The tariff structure and prices are the same for the mainland as
who Le.
In Low voltage there are four generat tariffs (1.0 to 4.0) and two for
specific uses :
1.0 SociaL tariff with a reduced demand charge for users having a
demand not greater than 770 uatts i2.O SimpLified tariff for consumers having a demand not greater than
15 kW;
3.0 NormaL usage tariff;
4.0 ProLonged usage tariff;
B.0 PubLic Lighting tariffT strictLy for suppties
autonomous or municipaI authorities;
R.0. AgricuLturat irrigation tariff .
to cent ra L,
The tariffs 2.0 and B.0 atso inctude a night/day option. under thedoub[e tariff a reduction of 43 % is accorded for energy consumed
during the night (eight hours).
The'subscribed demand must be a multipLe of 1.1 ktJ. The majority of
residentiaL consumers are charged according to tari tt 2.O.
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Norma I Ni ght





















d) Househo Ld pri ces ? ana Lysi s
The pri ces shoun for lrladrid in tab[e 29 in annex are vatid for
continental Spain as a whote.
Despite a number of gaps in the time series, notably the year 1981, a
reasonabLy complete anaLysis is possib[e.
Between 1980 and 1982 prices rose by a staggering 76-89 Z whiLst
inftation for the same period was onLy 29 X. For att other years the
increases ranged from 1-14 Z according to the tevet of consumption,
atuays below the rate of inflation.
Degressivity, the reduction in unit price as consumption increases has
remained stabte, the standard consumer DO paying 30 Z tess per kt'fh than
the smalt consumer D".
The part of taxes in the selLing price has grown throughout the period
form 3 Z in 1980 to 10.68 I in 1986 though the effect on prices has
been moderate compared to other factors. l{hitst the impticit gross
domestic product price index rose by 93 Z between 1980 and 1986 prices
increased by 175 7. making e[ectricity considerabLy more expensive in
reat terms. Etectricity prices uere further increased by 7-8 Z in
ttlarch 1986 corresponding to the projected generat increase in costs in
the etectrical sector for the year 1986 though this was not taken into
account in this study.
e) IndustriaL prices - Tariffs
The tariff strucure was substantial[y changed in 0ctober
that date tariffs yhich differed according to the use
energy have part[y disappeared whi lst seasonaI and
tariffs have been introduced together yith the middte use
ta ri ffs.
1 983. Si nce
made of the
i nterruptab te
h i gh vo ttage
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The tariffs are simpte trro part uith a monthLy demand charge and arate per kltJh- However the ktlh rate and even the demand chJrge vary
according to time of day-seasonaL coefficients.
The tariffs and prices are vaLid for aLL maintand spain.
In high voltage there are three levels of Load factor and four voltagelevets which gives twelve generaL tariffs :
Load factor
Vo Itage teve L









In addition to the cir'r'eraI tariffs there ar'e three for specific uses
T (vottage tevets 1-J) for etectric rai lways;
! 
- 
(voLtage levets 1-3) for agricutturaL irrtlation;E-3 (vottage levets 1-4) for e[ectricity distributors.
Finat[y there is an rrindustriat extra high load factorr tariff (r) for
consumers with a denand greater than tOO ilU and a toad factor above8 000 hours per year.
Meters with ttdo or three diats are obligatory above 50 kl,, to measurethe consumption during the various time oi a"i-""asonaL bLocks providedin the tariffs.
Time of day btocks
The increases and rebates to be appLied to the commodity rate areexpressed in percent as follows :
singte tariff : the price for att energy consumed is increased by zo z.
Double tariff : the price for energy consumed during peak periods GdaiLy) is increased by 40 z rhiLst-it" ."r"ino"l" is unaffected.
ll"r"l tripte tariff : the price for energy used at peak times GdaiLv) is increased by 70 z uhiLst that fol off peak (gh daity) isreduced by 43 z. The batance during normat hours is not affected.
speciat tripte tariff : the price for consumption during peak hours (6per dav on workdays) is increased by 1oo ?( 









These are optionaL for consumers with a subscribed demand greater than
5Mtrl. The year which runs form 1 December to 30 November is divided into
three periods or seasons :
High season : December, January, February and March;
Mid season : Apri t, Juty, October and Novemberl
Low season : May, June, August and September'
An increase of 1O % in high season and a reduction of 10 7( in tow
season is appLied to the price per kb,h whitst taking account of the
time of day coefficients or percentages.
MonthLy biLted demand
is catculated, taking account of the maximum quarter hourty demand
recorded in the twetve preceeding months, according to the formula:
pj 
= 1,1 P1 * o'95(..p2-pl + 0'50(PS-PZ\ + 0'30(Po-Pr) +
0,20(P5-P4) + 0'05(P6-P5)
P, = Maximum demand during high season peak hours;P: = maximum demand during high season normal hours;Pl = Maximum demand during mid season peak hoursl
P7 = Maximum demand during mid season normat hours;Pl = Maximum demand during tow season peak hours and
- peak hours;
P^ = Maximum demand during mid season off peak hours
- normal and off peak hours.
hi gh season off
and Low season
If (Pi 
*1 ' Pi ) ( O, zero i s taken.
React i ve energy
ALL tariffs incLude a supptement for reactive energy with the exception
of the Low vottage tariffs 1.0 and 2.0 in the form of a percentage (Kr)
appLied to both the demand charge and commodity rate caLcuLated




If the resutt is negative (for cosL( above 0.90) it is appLied as a
rebate.
Kr % nay not be greater than 47 or less than - 4.
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Interruptab Le supp Li es
OptionaI for consumers capable of accepting a reduction in demand of atLeast 5 Mtd. There are four types and the period of interruption canvary from 45 minutes to 12 hours nith between 5 minutes and 16 hoursnotice- Interruptions may not exceed 120 hours per month and 240 hoursper year.
Interruptab[e consumers receive a reduction in their biL[s according tothe amount of their suppIies they contract as interruptab[e, fixedpart, and the number and type of interruptions during the yea?,
variabte part. Reductions of 10-15 i( can be considered normlt.
Price tabte
The prices in force during


























January 1986 are shown
Demand charge
( PTA/Ktl|/mont h )
i n the tab Le be Low :
Commodi ty rate








































(1) The figure on the right indicates the voltage.
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f ) Indust ri a L pri ces - ana Lysi s
The prices shoyn for Madrid in tabte 30 of the annex are valid for atl
mainLand Spain.
The abscence of prices for 1981 and other gaps does not prevent a short
anaLysis of the resutts. As with the domestic sector the period
1980-1982 is marked by a doubLing of prices, nhich in itself is greater
than the rate of infLation during the whote period studied. Rises
thereafter rtere Less severe.
The reduction in taxation through the introduction of deductabLe VAT at
the beginning of 1986 was compensated by a tariff increase. As a resutt
the price excluding VAT remained stable, give or take a fev percent
between January 1985 and January 1986.
A f urther tari f f increase of around 12 Z took ef f ect in [vlarch 1986
which is not taken into account here and corresponds to the expected
increase in costs during this year.
In 1980 the standard consumer I^ paid 49 Z Less per kUh than a smatt
user (Ia), in 1986 this degressiVity had fatten to 41 %.
InfLationr 65 measured by the impticit GDP price index reached 93 Z
between 1980 and 1986 whi tst current e[ectricity prices rose by
180-240 %. In reaL terms this energy is nol, more than twice as
expensive as in 1980. For this reason it is not surprising to see a
stagnation of eLectricity consumption by industry since 1980-
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a) s'ituation in the etectric'ity industry
A pubIic company, ELectricidade de portugat (EDp) deaLs with theproduction, transport and distribution of etectricity under Licence
from the Minister for jndustry and energy.
EDP does not serve the whoLe country, certain areas are stiLt served by
tocat distribution companies, as is the case in porto. However these
companies are graduat[y being taken over by EDp to ensure greater
harmonisation in the day to day running and tariffs, To achieve thisthe statutes of EDP were modified by Law (no 4?zl&z> on 21 0ctober198?, aILowing the participation of town corporations, together with
regionat and LocaL counciLs.
There is aLso a thermaI support fund (FAT) which rlas given LegaL
standing and financial autonomy in 1983 which absorbs the extra costs
of irregu[arities in hydro-eLectric production when recourse must be
made to thermat production or imports. The fundrs revenue is providedby a thermaL surcharge in the tariffs which ptays a Large part in theLeveI of consumer prices. The foLLowing tab[e shows the annuaL
'f,luctuations in pubLic production and imports of etectricity:
1 980 1981 1982 1 983 1984 1 985
Hydro-eLectric production(1) 49.2 31.3 39.8 43.g 51.7 54.7
ThermaL production(2)




42.7 4g. g 44.5
17 .5 3.8 11 .1
34.?
TotaL avai Labi Lity 1 00 100
\
100 100 100 100
( 1 ) exc Ludi ng pumped storage.(2) pri nci pa L Ly f rom f ue L oi L.
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The distribution of electricity is as foltows (based on 1983 resutts) :
Z Ghfh Standard consumers
- Transfers to non integrated distributors ZO.S D"...D" I"
- EDP direct sates Zg.s
Industry (middLe and high vottage) 46.2 I-...I_Agriculture 0.6 c s
Ra i tways
PubLic Lighting





13.0 r r,16.6 D:. . ?0"
100
Two remarks can be rnade concerning the above distribution statistics:
- EDPrs direct sates increase as the LocaI distribution companies are
i ntegrated
the non integrated distributors serve a [arge proportion of sma[[
users : households and shops.
rn turn the direct sates by EDp to househods are broken down asfoltows:
kl{h lyear 7( GtJh Standard consumers
1 000 to 2 000 30.0
2 001 to 5 000 Zg.z










The average consumption in the domestic sector is 1 300 kuh/year.
In 1983 EDP had the foil.owing number of consumers :
low vottage Z 653 3?6















Th i s tax has on Ly a mi nor
the tabLe beLow ulhich showsin this study :
effect on pri ce Leve Ls as can be seen f rom
the amounts paid by the standard consumers
ESC/kt.lh




0. 1 50 0.075 0. 026
0.004 0.002 0.005
0.01 2 0.005 0.01 5
0.003 0.001 0.000
0.009 0.003 0.000
i i ) Va Lue added tax
This was introduced on 1 January 1986 at the rate of 8 % on the price
excluding VAT but including the inspection tax. It is deductibte forindustriaI and commerciat consumers.
c ) Househo Ld pri ces ta ri ffs
rn Low voLtage ((1 000 volts) and for a demand of up to 19.8 kvA EDp
offers two part tariffs with severaL options :
- sing[e or double tariff
- with or without additionaI erasabte demand during peak periods.
The formuLa comprises a month[y standing charge with z LeveLs of





Standi ng charge EsC/month
Subscribed demand in Kva
















- 631 1091 1532 198?
- 631 1091 1532 1gg2
- 
g1 1 1261 171? ?162
rn the case of erasab[e supptementary demand the bi LLed demand
corresponds to the block immediatLy above the demand actuaLLy suppIied(subscribed).
In aLL cases where severat options yere avaitabte the most advantageoustariff was appLied. There are 70 hours off peak per week. Taking the
above into account the folloning tariffs rere applied to the standard






















Si ng Le non erasab te
tf
It
Doub te erasab Le
n
ll|hi Lst having off peak consumption the singLe non erasab[e tariff is
mgre advantageous for D^. Further non-representative options are
offered to seasonat consum'ers.
Domestic consumers tiving in a dweU.ing of 3 rooms or tess uith a
subscribed demand of up to 1r1 kvA and an annual consumption of tessthan 240 k|''|h receive a 25 z reduction in the standing charge.
Att tariffs are indexed to the cost of fueLs to finance the thermaI









e Lement s .
1995.
C x (P-Po) ESC/kh,h
weighted price of fuet oit in ESC/kg detivered to EDP in the
month before bi LL'ing.
reference price, 19 ESC/kg.
coefficient.equaI to 01145 for low voLtage.
January 1985 a percentage surcharge is appLied to aLI tariff
OriginaU,y 8 %, it Has raised to 23.2 Z from 23 November
d) Househo Ld pri ces - ana Lysi s
The prices are shown in tabLe 31 in annex.
The most st ri ki ng feature i s the cont i nua L
450 % i nc Ludi ng a L L taxes between 1 980 and
208 % infLation during the same period the
This is mainLy due to the rise in the price
stat i ons. It i s the Largest consumers
i nc reases.
price rises : t 388 % to +
1986. Even in the Light of
i nc reases a re cons i de rab Le .
of fuel oi t burnt in power
who suffered the greatest
As can be seen f ro
t i me. In genera L
exceeded the / rate
domest i c pro0uct
cons i derab Ly , more
This has served to decrease the tariff degressivity. In 1986 D. Fays
only 24 % tess per k!,lh than D^ as against 3? % in 1980. This-smatl
reduction in unit price when cofisumption is multiplied 33 fotd and 75 Z
of consumption is at night does tjlt-Le 
-!o incite consumption or toforce consumption into off peak periods.
Taxes have had LittLe effect/on prices, the rate of the inspection tax
having been insignificant. Prices were reduced by 8 Z on 1 January
1986, thus the introduction of VAT had no effect at consumer tevel.
m the tab Le i n annex the ri ses hrere not regu Lar i n
wi th the except i on of 1 983 and 1 985 the i nc reases
of inf Lation as measured by the impLi cit gross
ind€,X. For aLL consumers eLectricity is now
expensive than in 1980.
e) Indust ri a l. pri ces -. tart f f s
The tariff system introduced by regutation no 31-A177 in January 1977
remains in force wittr however some changes at the beginning of 1985 and
rate changes almost ?nnuaILy.
The principaI characteristics are :
uniform appLication throughout the maintand;
a structure which must take account of marginal costs whiLst ensuring
a ba Lanced operat i on;
eguaLity of prjce for consumers having
caLcutation of price taking account of
according to the time of suppLyi
fue L cost adj ustment s .
the same characteristics;
the demaAd, voLtage and energy
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The tariffs are generaL[y trro part with severat tariff periods and a
seasonaI difference in some cases.




Pm monthLy maximum demand
d coefficient having the foLlowing values :
Dat es Low vo Ltage Hi gh vo Ltage
before 31 .1 2.80
01 .01 .91 - 31 .12.81
01 . 01 .92 - 1?.01 .85









Thus a veighted demand, comprising the subscribed demand and the
monthLy maximum demand is caIculated.
If PM > PS the value of Pm is taken. The demand, expressed in kW is
measured quarter hour[y. In this study He have considered the
subscribed demand to be equat to the annuaL maximum demand.
The tariffs can be summarised by the table below : (PS>19,8 kVA)
Vo Ltage ( kv)
Low Mi dd Le
>1 <60
High
- Month Ly demand charge
- tJei ghting coeffi cient
- Commodity rate








- Mont h Ly supp Lement f o r a
change in tariff voLtage
( Low




































High piak : 4 hours per day but not more than 3 consecutive hours;Off peak : 70 hours per week;Peak : the balance of suppty.
Consumers may ask for the apptication of a higher voltage tariff than
that in uhich they are supplied provided a supplement, catculated on
the subscribed demand is paid. Such is the case of I^ who wou[d
normatty be supplied in medium vottage but for whom the Figh voltagetariff is cheaper despite the supplement. As the high voltage tariff is
seasonal, we have taken the consumption of I^ to be 50 Z summer, 50 Z
winter. In the catcutation of prices t.le lfrve taken the high peak






A pena Lty may be
energy outside of








1 920 000 k!ilh
3 980 000 kh,h
imposed i f reactive energy exceeds 50-60 % of active
off-peak hout'sr but this does not affect the standard
study.
There is also a very high vottage tariff, simi'lar to the high voltagetariff but with a tower standing charge and lower commodity rates
outside of the high peak period. It onty applied to a smat[ number of
very targe consumers.
Atl' tariffs are indexed to the cost of fue[s to finance the thernraI
support fund (FAT). The two methods emptoyed are the same as appty tothe domestic tariffs and are described under c) above except that
coefficient C is equat to 011?5 tor midd[e and high voltage suppLies.
f ) Industriat prices-- anatys,is
The resutts are shown in table 32 in annex.
The trend in industriat prices has been the same as observed in the
domestic sector. Betlreen 1980 and 1986 prices rose by between 430 t and
469 % with rises of up to 65 % in a singte year. OnLy in 1983 and 1985
uere increases betou the rate of inftation. Houlever the targe increases
of other years combined to make etectricity considerab[y more expensivein 1986 than in 1980, inftation being 208 % in the same period (grouth
of impLicit gross domestic product price index).
Despite a higher rate the inspection tax has had a negtigabLe effect on
unit prices, not affecting the prices given for standard consumers
ig"l#". T;rrl:."rt tariff inrease u4 % for aLL users) occured in
Prices for industriat consumers were not reduced on 1 January 1986 as
t{as seen for househotds as VAT is generaLty deductabte for commercial
and industriaI users. Tariff degressivity remained unchanged throughoutthe period, the reduction in unit price between extreme consumers(Iallg) being 43-44 %.
9l

vr. cotrltt ilrTy coltpARrsoit AND coltcLusrol{s
The tocations chosen for the internationaI comparison are :
Diisse Ldorf
Paris*









trlad r i d*
Li sbon
The findings are presented in Tabtes 34-37 in the annex according to
two units of vatue : current ECU and deftated PPS (see Chapter III).
Tabte 33 gives the rates of conversion between ECU, PPS and national
currencies. It atso shows the deftator u"sed (GDP price index). Theprices taken for anatysis were inclusive of aLL taxes for domestic
consumers and exctuding VAT for industriat consumers.
The difficu[ties involved in comparing price tevets internationatty
mean that interpretations and conctusions drawn from these tabtes
shouLd be treated with caution.
The setection of a representative price in a country uhere wide
regionat differences exist is difficutt e.g. F.R. Germany. Atso
etectricity tariffs and therefore prices do not change on the same date
which gives rise to certain transitory differences. It is therefore
necessary to make internationaI comparisons in the correct perspective,
based on a time series rather than on a point in time. In addition
conversion to a common unit is dubious because of exchange rates.
Neverthetess these are generat probtems associated uith aLtinternationat conmparison regardtgss of the object of the
observat ions.
Bearing the above in mind, these findings permit some comments and
analyses based mainty on deftated Pps prices, the onty unit atlowing
spatiaI and temporaL comparisons.
a) The rr'sing price trend has been broken
The upward trend of etectricity prices in national currencies nhich has
been seen for severat years was broken, even reversed in 1986. Severat
decreases in prices are seen between the beginning of 1985 and 1986 :Rotterdam, Belgium, Luxembourg, copenhagen. rn the other cases the
increases in current prices are beLow the rate of infLation for thepast year. Further tariff reductions have already come into force or
are ptanned before the end of 1986 in several countries.
* standard nat i ona L ta ri ff .
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This has been brought about by :
- the drop in oil prices which has in turn louered natural gas and coatprices thus reducing the fuet costs in conventionaI thermat pouer
stations.
tower inflation which has an effect on sataries and other fixed
costs.
The drop in fuel prices means that in two part tariffs the commodity
rate faLLs, reIative to the standing charge. Thus the reduction in
setting prices is more marked for the larger consumers (tower inftuence
of standing charges).
0n the other hand the etectricity companies have had to cut prices to
retain their posjtion in a market heaviLy infLuenced by
- the competitiveness of other energies in a non expanding market;
- the effects of energy saving measures;
the crisis which has reduced househo[d budgets and vho are most
incLined to econonise energy;
- the continuing stump in heavy industry, large energy consumersi
- the reLativety mitd 1985186 winter, despite some coLd speIts (touer
number of degree days compared to the previous winter)-
b) Pri ces have fa t ten i n constant terms
If infLation is taken into account and the effect etiminated a reatfatL in the price of eLectricity is seen in most cases in 1986.
Tabtes 34 and 36 in annex, in delated PPS (base 1980) give an idea of
this trend reversa[.
For the FR Germany the exampte of Dijssetdorf does not give a truepicture as prices dropped in the other regions.
The rates of decrease in deflated PPS between the beginning of 1985 and
the beginning of 1986 vary from a few percent to - 19 7(.
This is most noticeabte for the Large domestic and industrial consumersfor the reason mentioned above. This neh, situation thus benefits the
Larger consumers which shouLd improve the competitive position of
eLectricity for space heating.
This change of direction was seen aLready at the beginning of 1985 in
some countries but it has now been confirmed.
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c) The'recent reduct'ions do not,cancel the previous rises
bJhith few ecxeptions the current reductions do not counterba[ance the
high rises previousLy experienced; The tabte below, based on prices in
deflated PPS (base 1980) shows the true price trend between 1980 and
1986 :
% 1986t 1980

















Dri s se Ldo rf
Paris
Mi Lan








































































































































































































































Furthermore these resuLts show the divergent trends between the Member
States of the Community.
d) ReLative price levets between contries.are changing
Because tariff changes do not occur either at the same time or at the
same rate the respective position of the countries is atways changing.
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The ranking order not onLy varies accoring to the period considered but
also according to the Levet of consumption due to degressivity- curves
which are'more or less accentuated.
Furthermore in internationaI comparison the conversion of prices into
ECU or defLated PPS gives different results due to the differences
which exist between market exchange rates and the reat purchasing pouer
of currencies;
The above is further evidence of the risks encountered
comparison of price tevets internationaILy.
in the
However certain obvious remarks can be made :
- the Low prices for aLL consumers and throughout the
Denmark. It i s the cheapest count ry for e lect ri ci ty
- the effect of the progressi ve domesti c tari ffs i n
with tow prices for the smaLL consumers and high,
pri ces for the La rgest domest i c consumers i
peri od studi ed i n
in the Community;
Ita ty and Greece
even di ssuasive
- the Low prices for French industry, just above the Danish tevet;
Spanish prices are about average for the Community whitst those in
PortugaL are the highest, particutarly in 1986.
- during the period 1980-1986 the marked increased in constant terms(defLated PPS) in ItaLy, Spain, PortugaI and IreLand which have
worsened the position of these countries relative to the others and
the Community average.
- the Large difference sometimes seen between ECU and PPS. The ECU over
estimates the purchasing pouer of the Dttl and under estimates that of
the Escudo. The Latter is very obvious. In 1980 the prices for Portugal
expressed in ECU differ by 1OO Z from those expressed in PPS. This isfurther evidence of the need for great care in making internationak-.
comparisons, particutar[y in extreme cases.
e) ltledian prices shon the generat trend.in the Conmunity
Faced with the divergences and differences betyeen the countries of the
Community it is difficult to give an overalI picture. lloreover it is
not easy to choose an average representative vatue.
The sotution least affected by stray vatues remains the calcutation of
a median price. For lack of someting better ue have catcutated




Community median- pl'i ce 
'in- def tated PPS/:l 00 kl'lh
St anda rd
consume rs 1 980
Domest i c
































1? 146 12 r24
10 r72 10,608r4O 8r4O
7 ,90 7 ,86
6 r?3 5188
St anda rd
consume rs 1 980
Indust ri a L
1981 198?
use rs








































10r05 9 r5Og,?8 9,43
g r12 gr0o
6 r91 6,63
6 r28 5 ,99
5 ,94 5,54
5 ,11 4 r77
The results for the smatt industriat and commerciaI users are affected
by the tack of certain prices.
The increases up untit 1985 for the industriaI consumers (rc...rg) are
confirmed by the above.
Since 1980 the average increase in iconstant" terms ranged from 11 to
15 Z except for the small domestic consumers (+5 Z) who were protected.
Also these resuLts show that the prices
very c Lose to those f or i ndust ry,
Fi na L Ly the above tab Le permi ts the
def Lated PPs for each count ry (tab Les
cent ra L communi ty va LuB.
for nt ght heat i ng ( O. DO) are
compari son of the pri ces i n
34 and 36 i n annex ) hri th a
f) The difference in price between.countries-'is- increastng
considering the twelve Member states we get another viey of thedispersion of prices within the Community.
trJe have recatcutated the difference betreen the highest and torestprices found in the community on the basis of defLated ees, the sole




For the domestic consumers extreme prices differ by a factor of two in
1986.
Meanwhite for industriaI users the differences are even greater, up to
a factor of three in 1986 (between Denmark and Portugal). The inclusion
of the two neu, lilember States has increased the di f f erence. If the
caLcuLation is based on prices in ECU the differences are greater
stiLt.
In atI cases the internationaI range of prices has widened since 1980.In concLusion, tariff poticies and as a consequence, setIing prices
move further apart in the Community.
For the domestic sector taxes play a part in the dispersion of set[ingprices which is not the case for industry uhere taxes have Littte
infLuence on price Leve[s.
g) Domest i c consumers are more af f ected by_lexes
Because of the great diversity of tax systems the rates of tax imposed
on the sates of eLectricity to donestic users differ enormousLy.
1 980 1 985 1 986
(% of tax excL. price)
1 980 1 985 1986
Diissetdorf 19 19 18 London 0 0 0
Paris 27-30 29 29 Dublin 0 0 0
Mi tan 7- 9 10-16 10-16 Copenhagen 40-61 47-66 56-89Rotterdam 18 19 19 Athens 8 11.32 11.32
BrusseLs 16 17 17 ltladrid 3- 4 9-11 12
Luxembourg 5 6 6 Lisbon 0.0 0.1-0-2 8- 9
In eight countries taxation has increased since 1980. In certain cases(Itaty, Denmark, Spain untiL 1985) specific taxes are levied per kll|h
which have a progressive effect. The louer the tax exclusive price of
eLectricity the heavier the tax burden.
ExcLuding deductibLe VAT, sales of electricity to commerciaI and
industriaI users aer hard[y taxed:
U. of tax exct. price)
1 980 1 985 1 986 1 980 1 985 1986
Diissetdorf 5.3 4.0 4.0 London 0 0 0Paris000-11Dubtin000
lrlitan 1-2 1-8 0- 6 Copenhague 23-30 26-32 37-48Rotterdam000Athens000Brussels000l,ladrid79-120
Luxembourg 0 0 0 Lisbon 0.0 0.0 0
In France the LocaL taxes are apptied to Lov demands and thus have
tittLe effect on the tange consumers. In Denmark the specific tax is
deductibte a[ong with VAT. It can thus be concluded that taxation has
tittte effect on the price of etectricity for non domestic uses.
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h ) Pli e,-t {-eg,rSrsill'i_EJ i s, ,yely, .va rj gd
In generat prices are degressive
demard, vo ttage or Load f actor
tari ff systems are found, i n
ri ses ulith consumption.
i.e. unit prices fal.t
i nc rease. Neverthe Less
Ita Ly and Greece where
as consumption,
two progressive
the uni t pri ce
the percentageIn the other cases the degressi vi ty can be measured
reduction between smaLL and Large standard consumers


































































Rot t e rdam
Brusse Ls
Luxembou rg
Th e va ry i ng s Lopes and
why the i nternat i ona L












(1) Progressive tariff(?> Reduction due entirety to night consumption.
The large reductions offered to domestic users come prinrarty from the
advantageous night rates offered for storage heating (as in the case of
D" who consumes 15 000 kt'lh at night out of a totat of 20 000 ktJh).
The nerl hour[y/seasonaL tariff in Ita[y has brought about increasedtariff degression in 1986 for industry.
A fLat degressivity curve as seen for industriaI consumers in
Copenhagen and domestic consumers in Greece and PortugaI does not
encourage consumption.
These few examples shou again the diversity of tariff systems.
f orms of the degressi vi ty curves exp Lai n a Lso
compari son of pri ces can Lead to di fferent
the quantity consumed and the conditions of
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i ) Tari ffs are becomi ng more eomp Li cated
Faced yith the difficutties of adapting the suppty to the demand, the
etectricity retai[ers have turned instead to modetIing the demand to
the suppLy which has ted to a number of often comptex measures to
incite consumption. Tariff poticies are turning more and more towards
inciting consumption during off peak periods and dissuading peak
consumpt i on.
In the first instance this had Led to a grouing gap between day and
night kWh rates. The tabte beloy gives an idea of the gap that exists
between the night and day ktl|h rates in the 1986 domestic tariffs :
FR Germany around 53
F rance 43
Netherlands 53 to 57
Be Lgi um 58
Luxembourg 50
Uni ted Ki ngdom 65
The above percentages onLy
take acount of standi ng
price paid.
conce rn t he commod i ty rat e ( ktlh ) and do not



















The same reductions are generaLLy found in the industriaI tariffs.
However some tariffs atso have seasonat differences and targer
differences are found between uinter peak and summer off peak periods.
For examp[e under the neh, industriaI tariffs in France and Ita[y the
difference between extreme periods can reach 1 to 13 times.
ALongside these time of daylseasonat tariffs ue see the introduction or
extension of demand reducing incentives. The consumer agrees to reduce
his demand during peaks in return for a tower price.
Final-Ly tariff measures have been introduced or strengthened to protect
smaIt users, often of lotr income whose consumption is unavoidabty
during the day with wjnter peaks. Such 'sociat'r tariffs exist in
France, Ita[y, BeLgium, United Kingdom, Greece, Spain and Portuga[-
ALL this proves the great diversity of tariffs and their growing
comptexity which makes the task of price coltection more arduous.
The same complex tariff system appIied to aLL consumers may tead to




ilOTE : In the Statistical Annex, the Continontal practice
of using I comma for the decimal point is adopted.
il TABLES N TABLEAUX
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VAT
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7 500(2 500 kt.Jh kt,hnight/nuit)
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Price exc[. lPrice exct. aIt
VAT I taxes
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(? 7 500500 krJh
kt{h
ni ght /nui t )
D
e
?o 000 krdh(15000 kt{h night/nuit)
IV
Frankfurt/ilain
ELECTRICITY PRICES FOR HOUSEHOLDS PRIX DE LIELECTRICITE POUR USAGES DOIIESTIAUES
Pf / kt,,h
Stuttgart
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ni ght /nui t )
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20 000 krdh(15000 kb,h night/nuit)






















































































































































































Pri ce exc L.
VAT












































































7 500(? 500 kr,,h
VI
ELECTRIC'ITY PRICES FOR INDUSTRY PRIX DE LIELECTRICITE POUR USAGES INDUSTRIELS
Pf /kh,h
B R DEUTSCHLAND
160 000 kh,h(100 kw, 1600 h)
1 ?50 000 khth(500 kw, 2500 h)
2 000 000 kh,h(500 kw, 4000 h)







































Price exc[. lPrice excL. atI
VAT I taxes
















































































































































































































































000 kt{h(30 ku, 1000 h)
50 000 krJh(50 kH, 1000 h)
160 000 krJh(100 kH, 1600 h)
1 250 000 kuh(500 kH, 2500 h)
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10 000 000 kr{h(2500 kH, 4000 h)
II
?4 000 000 kb,h(4000 kH, 6000 h)
VIII
ELECTRICITY PRICES FOR INDUSTRY
JanuarylJanvier
B R DEUTSCHLAND
PRIX DE LIELECTRICITE POUR USAGES INDUSTRIELS
Pflkt,,h
Stuttgart



































































































































































































































































































































?4 000 000 kr,,h(4000 kH, 6000 h)
IX
ELECTRICITY PRICES FOR IIIDUSTRY
Januaryl Janvier




Price exct. lPrice excL. att
VAT I taxes
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30 000 kt,h(30 kH, 1000 h)
50 000 kr{h(50 kH,1000 h)
160 000 kt.,h(100 kw, 1600 h)
1 250 000 kr.'h(500 kw, 2500 h)
2 000 000 kh,h(500 kH, 4000 h)
10 000 000 kr{h(2500 kH, 4000 h)
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?4 000 000 krJh(4000 kH, 6000 h)
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ELECTRICITY PRICES FOR HOUSEHOLDS PRIX DE LIELECTRICITE POUR USAGES DO}IESTIOUES
Centimes /ktrh
FRAI{CE
iarsei [ [e Lyon
Janua ry I Janvi er




II pri x TTc
Pri ce exc L.
VAT
Prix hors TVA
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PRIX DE LIELECTRICITE POUR USAGES DOIIIESTIAUES
Centimes /ktJh
Strasbourg
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ELECTRICITY PRICES FOR IIIIDUSTRY
January/Janvier
PRIX DE LIELECTRICITE POUR USAGES I]{DUSTRIELS
centimes/khrh
30 000 kt.Jh(30 kw, 1000 h)
50 000 kt.lh(50 kw, 1000 h)
160 000 kr.,h(100 kw, 1600 h)
1 250 000 kwh(500 kw, 2500 h)
2 000 000 kh,h(500 kH, 4000 h)
10 000 000 kr.Jh(2500 kw, 4000 h)
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ELECTRICITY PRICES FOR INDUSTRY
Janua ry I Janvi er

















































































































































































30 000 kr,rh(30 kH, 1000 h)
50 000 kh,h(50 ku, 1000 h)
160 000 kh,h(100 ku,1600 h)
1 250 000 kt.,h(500 ku, 2500 h)
2 000 000 ktfh(500 kw, 4000 h)
10 000 000 kt,h(2500 kw, 4000 h)
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excL. atI lerice inct. a[[
taxes I taxes
I
hors taxes I erix TTC
I





































































































































































( 1 5000 khJh
xvr
ELECTRICITY PRICES FOR INDUSTRY PRIX DE L!ELECTRICITE POUR USAGES INDUSTRIELS
LIT/kt,h
ITALIA
Settentrionate e Centra[e teridionale e Insulare
J anua ry / Janvi er
30 000 kh,h(30 kw, 1000 h)
50 000 kh,h(50 kw,1000 h)
160 000 khJh(100 kw,1600 h)
1 ?50 000 kh,h(500 kw, 2500 h)
2 000 000 khth(500 k!,1, 4000 h)



















































































































































































































































































































































































































Price exc[. lPricevAr I
IPrix hors TVA lPrix
tl
Price exct. lPrice exc[. atI
VAT I taxes
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7 500(2 500 kh,h ktrhni ght /nui t )
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20 000 kt,,h
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ELECTRICITY PRICES FOR I]IDUSTRY
January/Janvier
PRIX DE LIELECTRICITE POUR USAGES II{DUSTRIELS








































































































































































Price exct. lPrice exc[. attVAT I taxes
IPrix hors TVA lPrix hors taxes
30 000 kt.,h(30 ku,1000 h)
50 000 ktJh(50 kH, 1000 h)
160 000 kt.,h(100 kH, 1600 h)
1 250 000 kb,h(500 kw, 2500 h)
? 000 000 kr,,h(500 kH, 4000 h)
10 000 000 kr.,h(2500 kw, 4000 h)
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Janua ry I Janvi er
30 000 kh,h(30 kw, 1000 h)
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1 250 000 kt.lh(500 kw, 2500 h)
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* pouer reduction/effacement de puissance
XXIII
ELECTRICITY PRICES FOR II{DUSTRY
Janua ry I Janvi er
Prix hors TVA lPrix hors taxes
I
GRAIID-DUCHE DE LUXEMOURG
Luxerbourg 50 I *
Price exct. lPrice excL. aLL
VAT I taxes
I
PRIX DE LIELECTRICITE POUR USAGES INDUSTRIELS
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1 250 000 kr.Jh(500 kH, 2500 h)























































































































































* Porer neduction/effacement de puissance
XXIV
ELECTRICITY PRICES FOR HOUSEHOLDS E]
U]{ITED KINGDOII
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Janua ry / Janvi er
30 000 ktdh(30 kw, 1000 h)
50 000 kl.,h(50 kw, 1000 h)
160 000 khth(100 kw, 1600 h)
1 250 000 ktl|h(500 kw, 2500 h)
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10 000 000 kh,h(2500 kw, 4000 h)































ELECTRICITY PRICES FOR I]{DUSTRY
Janua ry I Janvi er
H,,.,GDOI,I
Bi rmi ngham
inc[. atI Price exct. lPrice exc[. a[[
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ELECTRICITY PRICES FOR HOUSEHOLDS
DAN]tIARK
PRIX DE LIELECTRICITE POUR USAGES DONESTIOUES
Nord Sjaetand
JanuarylJanvier I 
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ELECTRICITY PRICES FOR INDUSTRY
January/Janvier





Pri ce exc t. I Pri ce exc [. a[ [
VAT I taxes
I
Prix hors TVA lerix hors taxes
I
30 000 kr.th(30 kw, 1000 h)
50 000 kwh(50 kW, 1000 h)
160 000 kr.Jh(100 kw, 1600 h)
1 250 000 kt.Jh(500 kw, 2500 h)
2 000 000 kwh(500 kw, 4000 h)
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50 000 kr.,h(50 kH, 1000 h)
160 000 kr.th(100 kH, 1600 h)

























































2 000 000 kt.lh(500 kH, 4000 h)
10 000 000 kr.,h(2500 kw, 4000 h)






















































































COiIVERSIOII TABLE, FOR THE
PURCHASING PO}'ER STANDARD (PPS)
lPPS=
TABLE DE COITIVERSIOII DU























































































































provi s i ona L /provi soi re
CONVERSION TABLE FOR THE
EUROPEAN CURRENCY UltlIT (ECU)
1 ECU.
TABLE DE CONVERSION DE




















































































































































































































HOUSEHOLDS PRIX DE LIELECTRICITE POUR USAGES DOilESTIqUES
sPA ddf Lat6/100 ktdh
EUR 12
J anua ry / j anv'i e r
600 ktdh
1 200 kt.Jh
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3 500 kr.th 1gg3(1300 kh,h night/nuit) 1984
1 985
1 986
I oUssel-I uonr I 
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Def Iated PPS/100 kbrh
II{DUSTRY ( 1 ) PRIX DE LIELECTRICITE POUR USAGES II{DUSTRIELS (1)
SPA d6fLat6/100 kuh
EUR
January/janvier lo0ssel- I prnrs I rrlrm I norren-l BRU- | r-uxen- | reeos I oueuril |loonr I I lor; lxeueslaoune | | |
' rcar i | 6,30 | e.,?5 | 9',11 i a,ao | 7,65 l'ro,8o 112,87 | 5,20 111,22 I 1',t2,39
1982 | | 6.43 | e,24 | e,76 | 8',74 | E,58 | 8,04 113.76 | 4.78 114,?2 I 1.1!,5230o00krrh rcari i 6',te iro,ar I e-,3o i e-,os i c-,tt I E,23 112,3e | 5,32 113,34 I 115,66(3okv,10ooh) r9s4l I B.s6 l12.26 | 9,23 | e,65 l1o,1o | ?,78 l1z.2o | 4.27 111,03 I 1.13.30rcasi i s'.55 l't4'.35 | s',28 | e-,31 l10'.16 | ?.51 112,07 | 4.93 110,93 110,05 116,00
1986 1 . | 9,33 113,96 | 9,61 | 9,22 | 9,66 11,50 | 4,18 l',t',gZ | 9,O3 ||15,87
12
KOBEil- | lrnrlrr I
HAvlt | |
50 000 krdh(50 kH, 1000 h)
160 000 kh,h(100 kr{, 1600 h)
rd
1 250 000 kr{h(500 kH, 2500 h)
e






























































































































































































































































































































































r, rcaol 4,801 4,06 | o,oz | 5,15 | 4,79 | 3,73 | 4,7? | 5,51 | 3,41 | 7,47 | 3,86 | 5,42f-^^-,rl 1e81 | 5,211 5,EE I O,tc I S,tZ | 5,29 | r,aS | 5,13 | 6,96 | 4,26 | 6,16 I | 7,3e1eE2l 5,?71 3,94 | 6,?4 | 6,53 | 5,33 | 4,ZZ | 5,54 | 7,69 | 3,94 | z,'t0 | 5.54 | 8,78IOOOOOOOklh 19831 5,061 4.O5 | 7,'t7 | O,OO | 5,e5 | 4.53 | 5,64 | 6,e4 | 4,45 | 6,67 | 5,64 | e,52(z5ookr,4oo0h) i9s4l s,zzl 4,?? | 7,04 | s,at | 5,?s I s,rz I s,z6 | 6,97 | s,+e | 7,87 | 6,40 | E,1019851 5,111 4,23 | 1.73 | o,or I s,6t | 5.13 | 5.12 | o,z+ | 4,13 | 7,79 | 6,62 | e,7819861 s,eOi 4.16 | ?',52 | S,+e | 5',35 | 4',51 | 5,0E I O,+t | 3,4O | 7,8? | 5,88 | 9,71
ATHr {Arl nnonro I Lrsaon
I




















































































(1) Exctuding VAT/Hors TVA
XXXVI I I
ELECTRICITY PRICES FOR I]IDUSTRY (1) PRIX DE LIELECTRICITE POUR USAGES IIIDUSTRIELS (1)
ECU/100 kh'h
EUR 1?




























30 000 kt,h(30 kH, 1000 h)
50 000 kh,h(50 ku, 1000 h)
160 000 kt,h(100 kr{, 1600 h)



























































































































































































































































































































2 000 000 kh,h(500 kH, 4000 h)
rt
10 000 000 kt,h(2500 kt,, 4000 h)
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